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Abstract: We present a detailed discussion of the current theoretical and experimental
situation of the anomaly in the angular distribution of B ! K(! K)+ , observed at
LHCb in the 1 fb 1 dataset and recently conrmed by the 3 fb 1 dataset. The impact of
this data and other recent measurements on b! s`+`  transitions (` = e; ) is considered.
We review the observables of interest, focusing on their theoretical uncertainties and their
sensitivity to New Physics, based on an analysis employing the QCD factorisation approach
including several sources of hadronic uncertainties (form factors, power corrections, charm-
loop eects). We perform ts to New Physics contributions including experimental and
theoretical correlations. The solution that we proposed in 2013 to solve the B ! K+ 
anomaly, with a contribution CNP9 '  1, is conrmed and reinforced. A wider range
of New-Physics scenarios with high signicances (between 4 and 5 ) emerges from the
t, some of them being particularly relevant for model building. More data is needed to
discriminate among them conclusively. The inclusion of b ! se+e  observables increases
the signicance of the favoured scenarios under the hypothesis of New Physics breaking
lepton avour universality. Several tests illustrate the robustness of our conclusions.
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1 Introduction
Flavour-Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) have been prominent tools in high-energy
physics in the search for new degrees of freedom, due to their quantum sensitivity to energies
much higher than the external particles involved. In the current context where the LHC has
discovered a scalar boson completing the Standard Model (SM) picture but no additional
particles that would go beyond this framework, FCNC can be instrumental in order to
determine where to look for New Physics (NP). One particularly interesting instance of
FCNC is provided by b! s`` and b! s transitions, which can be probed through various
decay channels, currently studied in detail at the LHCb, CMS and ATLAS experiments.
In addition, in some kinematic congurations it is possible to build observables with a very
limited sensitivity to hadronic uncertainties, and thus enhancing the discovery potential
of these decays for NP, based on the use of eective eld theories adapted to the problem
at hand. Finally, it is possible to analyse all these decays using a model-independent
approach, namely the eective Hamiltonian [1, 2] where heavy degrees of freedom have
been integrated out in short-distance Wilson coecients Ci, leaving only a set of operators
Oi describing the physics at long distances:
He =  4GFp
2
VtbV

ts
X
i
CiOi (1.1)
(up to small corrections proportional to VubV

us in the SM). In the following, the factori-
sation scale for the Wilson coecients is b = 4.8 GeV. We focus our attention on the
operators
O7 = e
162
mb(sPRb)F
 ; O70 = e
162
mb(sPLb)F
 ;
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O9 = e
2
162
(sPLb)(`
`); O90 = e
2
162
(sPRb)(`
`);
O10 = e
2
162
(sPLb)(`
5`); O100 =
e2
162
(sPRb)(`
5`); (1.2)
where PL;R = (1  5)=2 and mb  mb(b) denotes the running b quark mass in the
MS scheme. In the SM, three operators play a leading role in the discussion, namely the
electromagnetic operator O7 and the semileptonic operators O9 and O10, diering with
respect to the chirality of the emitted charged leptons (see ref. [3] for more detail). NP
contributions could either modify the value of the short-distance Wilson coecients C7;9;10,
or make other operators contribute in a signicant manner (such as O70;90;100 dened above,
or the scalar and pseudoscalar operators OS;S0;P;P 0).
Recent experimental results have shown interesting deviations from the SM. In 2013,
the LHCb collaboration announced the measurement of angular observables describing the
decay B ! K in both regions of low- and large-K recoil [4]. Two observables, P2
and P 05 [5{7], were in signicant disagreement with the SM expectations in the large-K
recoil region [8]. A few months later, an improved measurement of the branching ratio for
B ! K turned out to be slightly on the low side compared to theoretical expectations [9].
Both results were interpreted as indications for a large negative contribution to the Wilson
coecient of the semileptonic operator O9. Contributions to other Wilson coecients could
also occur, in particular to C90 [10{16]. This triggered several theoretical studies reassessing
the dierent long-distance eects that could contribute in these decays, in particular charm
resonances and loop contributions, form factors, and power corrections [17{23].
Another measurement has also raised a lot of attention recently, namely RK = Br(B !
K)=Br(B ! Kee), measured as 0:745+0:090 0:0740:036 by LHCb in the dilepton mass range
from 1 to 6 GeV2 [24] while predicted to be equal to 1 (to a very good accuracy) in the
SM. This 2.6  deviation can be naturally interpreted by the same negative shift to C9,
but applied only to the dimuon component of the operator O9, whereas the dielectron
component keeps the SM value [25]. This could stem from heavy particles (typically a Z 0
meson) coupling preferentially to muons in the lepton sector, with a avour-changing bs
coupling [26{30]. On the other hand, hadronic eects should cancel in the ratio RK and
thus are not able to explain this measurement.
Since the previous analysis of B ! K data performed in ref. [8], several im-
provements have occurred on both theoretical and experimental sides. LHCb has recently
released new data on B ! K with a ner binning [31], conrming the pattern of de-
viations observed in 2013, based on extended statistics (3 fb 1). The same collaboration
has also studied Bs !  [32] and B ! Kee at very large recoil (the intermediate pho-
ton being almost on shell) [33]. Concerning inclusive radiative decays, updated theoretical
predictions are available for B ! Xs [34{36] and B ! Xs`` [37]. These various elements
call for an update of the previous analysis, which can be compared to other recent global
analyses [15, 16, 38].
We start in section 2 by discussing salient features of B ! K observables, detailing
the ingredients for their theoretical predictions, as well as their sensitivity to NP, before
briey considering other b ! s and b ! s decays (both inclusive and exclusive) in
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section 3. In section 4 we discuss a set of scenarios with large NP contributions to one or
two Wilson coecients, conrming that a negative contribution to C9 yields a signicant
improvement compared to the SM. We discuss which of these scenarios are able to reduce
the anomalies observed in b! s`` transitions. By performing a global t to all six Wilson
coecients simultaneously, we show that the most economic scenarios do indeed capture
the main patterns suggested by the data. In this case we provide, in addition, condence-
level regions for all Wilson coecients when all of them are allowed to deviate from their
SM values simultaneously. We also consider scenarios with violation of lepton-avour uni-
versality, and describe tests of the robustness of the ts presented. In section 5, we provide
tests of the various sources of hadronic uncertainties that could aect our results (choice of
form factors, power corrections, long-distance charm corrections). We present our conclu-
sions in section 6. Appendices A and B are devoted to tables presenting our predictions for
the SM as well as the best-t point for NP in C9 only. In appendix C, the condence regions
for less favoured, but theoretically interesting, scenarios are shown. Appendix D describes
how various changes in the analysis aect its outcome for the scenario with NP in C9 only.
Appendix E contains further details on power corrections to Bs !  and B ! K form
factors. Appendix F gathers basic features of Z 0 models relevant for the b! s anomalies.
2 B ! K
2.1 General approach
In the eective Hamiltonian approach and in the SM (the extension to NP operators is
straightforward), the B ! K transversity amplitudes can be written in a compact way
as
A /

C7 2imb
q2
qh Kjs(1 + 5)bj Bi+ C9h Kjs(1  5)bj Bi+H

u`v`
+C10h Kjs(1  5)bj Biu`5v` ; (2.1)
with H / i
Z
d4x eiqxh KjT [cc]Hcj Bi ; (2.2)
where Hc denotes the part of the weak eective Hamiltonian involving four-quark oper-
ators with two charm elds. For simplicity, we have neglected contributions from CKM-
suppressed terms here (they are included in our numerical evaluations). One can see from
eq. (2.1) the existence of two dierent kinds of contributions: local ones yielding form fac-
tors (seven for B ! K) and non-local ones (involving cc loops propagating). The former
can be determined using non-perturbative methods (light-cone sum rules, lattice), whereas
the latter must be estimated using 1=mb expansion (QCD factorisation, OPE), with dier-
ent tools depending on the kinematic regime considered (large- or low-K recoil). We will
illustrate these points in the large-recoil region where the strongest deviations have been
observed between SM predictions and data.
A rst step in the evaluation of the amplitudes comes from the contributions due to
O7;9;10, involving seven form factors. In the large-recoil region there are basically two
approaches:
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 \Improved QCD Factorisation (QCDF) approach": in this framework [7] the large-
recoil symmetries between form factors are used to implement the dominant corre-
lations among them. This general approach is easy to cross-check and to implement
for any form factor parametrisation (e.g. for the light-cone sum rules parametrisa-
tions [17, 20, 39]). The symmetries allow the 7 form factors to be written in terms
of only two so-called soft form factors ?;k [40]:
mB
mB+mK
V (q2)=
mB +mK
2E
A1(q
2) = T1(q
2) =
mB
2E
T2(q
2) = ?(E); (2.3)
mK
E
A0(q
2)=
mB+mK
2E
A1(q
2) mB mK
mB
A2(q
2)=
mB
2E
T2(q
2) T3(q2)=k(E) :
To this soft-form factor representation one should add (perturbatively computable)
hard-gluon O(s) corrections as well as (non-perturbative) O(=mb) corrections [41].
The soft form factors can be computed in a specic parametrisation. The basis of
optimized observables Pi is usually taken in this approach [5{7, 42{44]. We follow
ref. [23] where we considered all symmetry-breaking corrections to the relations in
eq. (2.3). Our predictions take into account factorizable s-corrections computed
within QCDF [41, 45, 46], as well as factorizable power corrections. We will consider
most of the time the full form factors of ref. [17], but for completeness we will also
compare some of our results with the results using the form factors in ref. [20].
 \Full Form Factor approach": here a specic set of full form factors determined
from light-cone sum rules [20, 39] is used. Factorizable s and factorizable power
corrections are automatically included with correlations associated to this particular
parametrisation. Other corrections to the amplitudes (non-factorisable pieces, see
below) have to be included and/or estimated exactly as in the previous approach.
This approach has been employed in refs. [10, 15, 47].
Both approaches are useful and complementary, should converge and give comparable re-
sults and error sizes, as long as the correlations among the form factors are dominated by
the large-recoil relations. It is interesting to notice that the relevant form factors for the
transversity amplitudes are not those dened in the usual transversity basis (V;Ai; Ti) but
rather the helicity form factors [21, 48] being linear combinations of the usual transversity
ones. It is therefore important to determine properly the correlations among the usual form
factors in order to determine correctly the transversity amplitudes. The rst approach al-
lows one to restore correlations that are expected among the various form factors, even
when these correlations were not given initially. The second one requires one to compute
the complete set of form factors and to achieve a very good control of the applied theoretical
method in order to determine a meaningful correlation matrix. Of course, both methods
can be used to compute both types of observables Pi and Si, and they are expected to yield
similar results. We will discuss this point further in section 5.
Once the issue of the form factors has been settled, one can proceed with the determi-
nation of the amplitudes involving not only the form factors but also non-local cc loop con-
tributions. QCD factorisation [41, 45, 46] yields an expression of the amplitudes in terms of
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soft form factors, s- and power corrections, which can be further split into factorisable and
non-factorisable contributions (stemming or not from the expression of full form factors in
terms of soft form factors). The factorisable power corrections have already been considered
at the level of the form factors, whereas the non-factorisable ones still have to be addressed.
First we take the three hadronic form factors Ti(q2) that parametrise the matrix element
hKjHe jBi [41], and we single out the hadronic contribution that is not related to the
radiative Wilson coecients (obtained taking the limit T hadi = TijC7(0)!0). We multiply
each of these amplitudes serving as a normalisation with a complex q2-dependent factor [23]
T hadi !
 
1 + ri(q
2)
T hadi ; (2.4)
where
ri(s) = r
a
i e
iai + rbi e
ibi (s=m2B) + r
c
i e
ici (s=m2B)
2 : (2.5)
We dene our central values as the ones with ri(s)  0, and estimate the uncertainties
from non-factorizable power corrections by varying ra;b;ci 2 [0; 0:1] and a;b;ci 2 [ ; ]
independently, corresponding to a  10% correction with an arbitrary phase.
Part of the cc-loop contributions have been already included in the non-factorizable
contributions (hard-gluon exchange). The remaining long-distance contributions from cc
loops are still under debate. For these contributions we will rely on the partial computation
in ref. [17]. It is important to remark that the soft-gluon contribution of ref. [17] coming
from 4-quark and penguin operators induces a positive contribution to Ce9 whose eect
is to enhance the anomaly. Since we are interested only in the long-distance contribution
CLD9 (q2), we subtract the perturbative LO part and include the shift due to a dierent
reference value for mc. Ref. [23] provides more details on this procedure. We introduce
two dierent parametrisations, corresponding to the contribution to transverse amplitudes
CLD;?9 (q2) =
a? + b?q2(c?   q2)
q2(c?   q2) ; C
LD;jj
9 (q
2) =
ajj + bjjq2(cjj   q2)
q2(cjj   q2) ; (2.6)
and to the longitudinal amplitude (which does not exhibit a pole at q2 = 0)
CLD;09 (q2) =
a0 + b0(q2 + s0)(c
0   q2)
(q2 + s0)(c0   q2) ; (2.7)
setting s0 = 1 GeV
2. We tune the parameters in order to cover the results obtained in
section 7 of ref. [17] in the q2-region between 1 and 9 GeV2, where results for the three
transversity amplitudes (denoted M1, M2 and M3) have been derived.1 We get
a?; ajj = 9:25 2:25 ; a0 = 33 7 ; (2.8)
b?; bjj =  0:5 0:3 ; b0 =  0:9 0:5 ; (2.9)
c?; cjj = 9:35 0:25 ; c0 = 10:35 0:55 ; (2.10)
1The transverse amplitudes CLD;(k;?)9 are a combination of M1 and M2, while the longitudinal ampli-
tude CLD;09 is a combination of M2 and M3. Both M2 and M3 contain poles at q2 = 0, but these cancel
in the combination yielding the longitudinal amplitude. Here we parametrise the regular part that remains
after the cancellation of such poles.
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Figure 1. Model used for the long-distance charm contribution for transverse (left) and longitudinal
(right) B ! K`` amplitudes.
where all parameters will be taken as uncorrelated. The resulting functions CLD;(?;jj)9 (q2)
and CLD;09 (q2) are shown in gure 1. In order to be conservative, and in particular given
the discussion on the sign of this contribution, we use the result of ref. [17] as an order of
magnitude estimate, performing the following shift in each pair of transversity amplitudes
AL;Ri : Ce9 (q2)! Ce9 (q2) + si CLD;i9 (q2) ; i = 0;?; jj ; (2.11)
with three independent parameters si = 0 1 (we recall that we include the perturbative
cc contribution in Ce9 and that the direct inclusion of the result from ref. [17] would
correspond to choosing si = 1).
For the low-recoil region [49{51], one can perform a similar analysis based on Operator
Product Expansion and Heavy-Quark Eective Theory, or using directly form factors pro-
vided by lattice QCD simulations. In the following, we will use the latter approach for the
computation of the observables at low recoil. In this region, one has also to deal with reso-
nances such as those observed by LHCb in the data of the partner channel B+ ! K++ .
This observation prevents one from taking small bins aicted by the resonance structures.
In ref. [52] a quantitative estimate of duality violation is given. Unavoidably, one needs
to use a model for this estimate, still the result is that the low recoil bin, integrated over
a large energy range, gets a duality-violation impact of a few percent at the level of the
branching ratio (estimated to 5% in ref. [53] or 2% in ref. [52]). It remains to be determined
if this estimate also applies for angular observables in B ! K. Moreover, the exact
denition of the ends of the single large bin has some impact on the analysis in the frame-
work of the eective Hamiltonian [54]. In order to take into account such eect of duality
violation for angular observables and the sensitivity to the position of the ends of the bin,
we add a contribution of O(10%) (with an arbitrary phase) to the term proportional to Ce9
for each transversity amplitude. We notice that for all exclusive processes at low recoil, we
include the NNLL corrections for b! s`` processes as described in ref. [55].
2.2 Optimised basis of observables: denition, properties and impact of data
The structure of the amplitudes at large recoil led to the construction of the optimised
observables Pi and P
CP
i [5{7, 42{44] that exhibit a sensitivity to the soft form factors
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suppressed by s or =mb. The observables that we consider can be found in appendix A,
including the branching ratio, its longitudinal fraction FL and the optimised observables
Pi. As discussed in ref. [5, 6], the optimised observables Pi together with two additional
(form factor dependent) observables exhaust the information provided by the angular co-
ecients.2 These optimised observables have been measured by LHCb: the latest results
incorporating the full 3 fb 1 of data collected during LHC run I can be found in ref. [31],
which includes the results for the CP-averaged coecients Si introduced in ref. [47], as well
as the corresponding correlation matrices.
We should stress at this point that our denition of some optimised observables Pi and
CP-averaged angular coecients Si diers from that adopted by the LHCb collaboration,
due to two dierent issues. First, our convention for the angles to dene the B ! K``
kinematics (identical to ref. [47]) diers from the LHCb choice. Refs. [58, 59] provided the
angular coecients Ji in terms of the transversity amplitudes using the LHCb convention.
Comparing with the expressions in ref. [47], one can conrm that the two conventions can
be related using
LHCbK = K ; 
LHCb
` =    `; LHCb =   : (2.12)
This induces dierent signs in both conventions when the angular coecients Ji (and their
CP-averaged versions Si) are expressed in terms of transversity amplitudes, leading to the
identication
SLHCb4;6c;6s;7;9 =  S4;6c;6s;7;9 ; (2.13)
the other coecients Si being identical in both conventions.
Second, our denition of the optimised observables Pi in terms of the angular coe-
cients Ji is dierent from the denition used by the LHCb collaboration [60]. This induces
further sign and normalisation dierences when expressing Pi in terms of transversity am-
plitudes, nally leading to3
PLHCb1 = P1 ; P
LHCb
2 =  P2 ; PLHCb3 =  P3 ; (2.14)
P 04
LHCb
=  1=2P 04 ; P 05LHCb = P 05 ; P 06LHCb = P 06 ; P 08LHCb =  1=2P 08 :
The presence of discrepancies with respect to the SM in the LHCb measurements at
1 fb 1 and 3 fb 1 can be interpreted as a sign of additional contributions to some of the
Wilson coecients. It is thus interesting to study the sensitivity of the Pi observables
to such shifts, see table 1. One can see interesting patterns, and in particular the global
preference for a negative contribution to C9, as already observed with previous data [8]
and in other frameworks [10, 15, 16]. We will now discuss the features of each of the Pi
observables in more detail, as well as the status of LHCb data for these quantities. The
results given here are based on the nal results provided in ref. [31]. We will focus on
the results obtained using the maximum likelihood approach, and we will not consider the
results obtained using the amplitude method discussed recently in ref. [61].
2For a discussion of additional observables including scalars or lepton masses see ref. [5], for S-wave
observables see refs. [56, 57].
3The updated dictionary eq. (2.14) diers from ref. [8] through the sign of the optimised observables P 06
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jC7j = 0:1 jC9j = 1 jC10j = 1 jC70 j = 0:1 jC90 j = 1 jC100 j = 1
hP1i[0:1;:98]
+jCij           0:53  0:05   
 jCij          +0:52 +0:05   
hP1i[6;8]
+jCij          +0:11 +0:16   0:37
 jCij           0:12  0:17 +0:37
hP1i[15;19]
+jCij          +0:03 +0:15  0:14
 jCij           0:03  0:11 +0:19
hP2i[2:5;4]
+jCij  0:31  0:21 +0:05         
 jCij +0:19 +0:15  0:04  0:03      
hP2i[6;8]
+jCij  0:07  0:09  0:06         
 jCij +0:11 +0:17 +0:05         
hP2i[15;19]
+jCij              0:05 +0:06
 jCij    +0:04       +0:05  0:06
hP 04i[6;8]
+jCij +0:04        0:11  0:10 +0:17
 jCij  0:05       +0:09 +0:10  0:20
hP 04i[15;19]
+jCij              0:06 +0:05
 jCij             +0:04  0:08
hP 05i[4;6]
+jCij  0:11  0:15  0:10  0:11  0:06 +0:21
 jCij +0:16 +0:28 +0:09 +0:15 +0:10  0:21
hP 05i[6;8]
+jCij  0:04  0:07  0:07  0:08  0:08 +0:19
 jCij +0:07 +0:19 +0:09 +0:10 +0:11  0:18
hP 05i[15;19]
+jCij           0:03  0:11 +0:12
 jCij    +0:06 +0:03 +0:03 +0:10  0:14
Table 1. Impact on a given observable of the shift of a single Wilson coecient by an amount Ci
(the other Wilson coecients keeping their SM value). The rst row corresponds to a variation of
+jCij and the second row to  jCij. The changes signicantly improving the agreement with the
2015 LHCb data are highlighted in boldface. Notice that the dependence of the observables on the
Wilson coecients may exhibit non-linearities.
2.2.1 P1 or A
(2)
T
Let us rst consider the observable [42]4
P1 = A
(2)
T =
jA?j2   jAkj2
jA?j2 + jAkj2
: (2.15)
and P 08. These observables are predicted tiny in the case of real NP contributions and are measured compat-
ible with zero, so that this update of dictionary has no actual consequences on the results of the t in ref. [8].
4In this denition and in the following ones in this section, it should be understood that each term is
combined with the corresponding CP-conjugated term and the two leptonic chiralities are included (for
instance, jAij2 = jALi j2 + jARi j2 + j ALi j2 + j ARi j2). In addition, we will ignore various factors of  p
1  4m2=q2, which are important for the observables at very low q2. For precise denitions see [5{7],
where also the bin-integrated observables are given. Evidently, we use the exact expressions in all the
numerical results throughout the paper.
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Figure 2. Data (blue crosses) and SM prediction (red boxes) for P1; P
0
4. The sources of uncertainties
(added in quadrature) are shown as boxes in the following order from the center towards the outside:
parametric, form factors, factorisable corrections, non-factorisable corrections, charm loop.
P1 is particularly well suited to detect the presence of right-handed currents. The left-
handed structure of the SM implies that a b quark in the helicity state  1=2 would produce
an s quark in the same helicity state (neglecting the s quark mass), combined with the
spectator quark to generate a K meson in an helicity state  1 or 0, but not +1. The
suppression of H+1 = (Ak + A?)=
p
2 ' 0 implies A? '  Ak and consequently P SM1 ' 0.
In an completely analogous manner, a b quark in the helicity state +1=2 leads to H 1 =
(Ak  A?)=
p
2 ' 0 implying again P SM1 ' 0. Deviations from this prediction would signal
contributions from a new right-handed structure.
As seen in gure 2, all bins are consistent with the SM, however with very large error
bars, so that no robust conclusion can be extracted from this observable with present data..
In table 1 we present the impact on hP1i[0:1;0:98], hP1i[6;8] and hP1i[15;19] of shifting one of
Wilson coecients C(0)7 ; C(0)9 ; C(0)10 at a time. This is useful to see the relative size of the
impact and if a corresponding NP contribution improves or not the agreement with data.
Only signicant improvements towards data are indicated. As expected, shifting Wilson
coecients for the SM operators does not induce any sizeable change. On the other hand,
P1 exhibits a relatively large sensitivity to right-handed operators. In particular should be
noted a high sensitivity to contributions to C07 in the rst bin [33] as compared to other
coecients and also to other bins.
2.2.2 P 04
The next observable that we would like to discuss is
P 04 =
p
2
Re(AL0A
L
k +A
R
0 A
R
k )q
jA0j2(jA?j2 + jAkj2)
: (2.16)
In conjunction with P 05, P 04 establishes bounds on P1 and enters consistency relations [62].
In particular, the bound
P 025   1  P1  1  P 024 : (2.17)
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Figure 3. Data (blue crosses) and SM prediction (red boxes) for FL (top), P2 (bottom left), AFB
(bottom right). Same conventions as in gure 2.
is very ecient in two bins: [6,8] and low recoil. The preference of data for P 04  1 in
the [6,8] bin requires P1  0, in agreement with the 2015 LHCb data. Strictly speaking,
this bound holds among the q2 dependent observables, but it should also apply when the
functions are only slowly varying (or almost constant) for the binned observables. As an
illustration of the usefulness as a test on data of the bounds provided by eq. (2.17) we have
checked which value would imply for P1 the measured values of P
0
4 and P
0
5 at low recoil.
Taking central experimental values for this illustrative example we nd that P1 should be
roughly in the range  0:54  P1   0:44 which is the right ball park as compared to the
central measured value P1 '  0:50. A similar exercise using the SM central values for
P 0 SM4;5 gives  0:67  P SM1   0:64 versus P SM1 '  0:64.
As can be seen in gure 2, P 04 exhibits a perfect agreement with the SM in all bins,
still with very large error bars. For completeness we provide also the bins [6,8] and [15,19]
in table 1 to make manifest the lower sensitivity of this observable to shifts of Wilson
coecients (particularly at low recoil) as compared to other observables, a fact that should
not downgrade its status to a mere \control" observable.
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2.2.3 P2
The denition is [5, 7]
P2 =
Re(ALkA
L
?  AR?ARk )
(jA?j2 + jAkj2)
: (2.18)
This observable is the optimised and clean version of the forward-backward asymmetry, as
illustrated in gure 3 where the dierence in the size of the uncertainties is obvious. It was
originally called A
(re)
T = 2P2 and proposed in ref. [65]. P2 measures a particular correlation
between AFB and FL that is independent of form factors at LO, and combined with either
AFB or FL shows a higher NP sensitivity than the pair fAFB; FLg itself.
The observable P2 contains some important pieces of information, such as the position
of its zero q20 (identical to the zero of AFB), the position of its maximum q
2
1, and its
maximum value P2(q
2
1). To leading order and assuming no contribution from right-handed
currents, i.e. Ci0 = 0, they are given by:
q2 LO0 =  2
mbMBCe7
Ce9 (q20)
and q2 LO1 =  2
mbMBCe7
Re Ce9 (q21)  C10
; (2.19)
where for the position of the maximum we have neglected a term of O(Im(Ce9 )2) following
ref. [57]. These expressions illustrate that a NP contribution to C9 and C7 would shift both
the zero and the maximum, but with a dierent magnitude. Moreover, the maximum can be
also shifted by a contribution to C10. The NLO prediction in the SM for these quantities are:
q2 NLO0 = 4:06 0:56 GeV2 and q2 NLO1 = 2:03 0:26 GeV2 ; (2.20)
with P2(q
2 NLO
1 ) = 0:501  0:004. In refs. [57, 65], a NP contribution to C7;9;10 was shown
to shift the position of the maximum but not the value of its maximum that is xed at
P2(q
2
1) = 1=2. On the other hand, NP contributions to the chirally ipped operators would
reduce the maximum below 1=2, even if not by a large amount. Unfortunately, a uctua-
tion of the hFLi[2:5;4] bin has induced a large experimental error in the corresponding bin
of P2. This will be cured with more data and a ner binning.
Table 1 shows the sensitivity to shifts of Wilson coecients for the two interesting [6,8]
and low-recoil bins. It is clear the low sensitivity to NP of this observable at low-recoil,
where the largest shift is only of +0.06. Indeed this is consistent with the perfect agreement
of this observable with SM at low-recoil. Concerning the large-recoil bin, it is interesting to
notice that the shifts of the Wilson coecients pushing hP2i[6;8] towards the data also shifts
hP2i[2;5;4] in the right direction (assuming that data is above the SM prediction), while all
chirally ipped coecients (positive or negative) always shift down this observable in this
bin but by a relatively small amount.
Finally, P2 oers dierent consistency checks based on the relation [62]
P2 =
1
2

P 04P
0
5 +
q
( 1 + P1 + P 024 )( 1  P1 + P 025 )

: (2.21)
This relation is very useful to check the internal consistency of experimental or theoretical
results for the observables.5
5Indeed eq. (2.21) enabled us to identify an inconsistency in the results for the Si (Pi) given in the rst
version of ref. [63] which is currently being corrected [64].
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Figure 4. Data (blue crosses) and SM prediction (red boxes) for P 05. Same conventions as in
gure 2.
A rst example is given by the bin [6,8] (or even [4,6]). Setting P2 =   (with  > 0)
one immediately obtains from the previous equation
P 05   2

P 04
: (2.22)
Using central values for illustration and taking hP2i[6;8]   0:24    and hP 04i[6;8]  1:20,
the previous equation would imply hP 05i[6;8]   0:4 in agreement with the data hP 05i[6;8] 
 0:5. Eq. (2.22) requires a specic ordering for hP2i[6;8] and hP 05i[6;8], as well as in the bin
[4,6] (in agreement with LHCb data). A second example comes from the zero of eq. (2.22).
In ref. [62], it was shown that the following relation should be fullled at the position q20
of the zero of P2 (or AFB):
[P 024 + P
02
5 ]q20 = 1  (q
2
0) (q
2
0) = [P
2
1 + P1(P
02
4   P 025 )]q2=q20 : (2.23)
Since hP2i[4;6] =  0:04 0:09 is close to zero, one might expect the zero of AFB to lie near
the center of the bin. i.e. around 5 GeV2. From hP 05i[4;6]   0:30, hP 04i[4;6]  +0:90 and
hP1i[4;6]  +0:18 one nds that the l.h.s. of the rst equation in eq. (2.23) is equal to 0.90,
while the r.h.s. is equal to 0.84, showing once again a good agreement with data.
2.2.4 P 05
This observable is dened as [6, 7]
P 05 =
p
2
Re(AL0A
L
?  AR0 AR? )q
jA0j2(jA?j2 + jAkj2)
: (2.24)
One can provide an interpretation of P 04 and P 05 based on the expression in terms of the
two-dimensional complex transversity vectors n?;k;0 (see ref. [5] for the denition of these
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vectors dened in a basis of transversity amplitudes with left- and right-handed structure
for the dimuons). If we assume for simplicity that the transversity amplitudes are real,
these two observables can be understood as the \cosine" of the relative angle between the
parallel (respectively perpendicular) transversity vector and the longitudinal one
P 04 / cos 0;k ; P 05 / cos 0;? : (2.25)
It is interesting to translate these expressions in the helicity basis by introducing two
vectors based on the helicity h =  1 components of the K: n(a)  = (HL 1; HR 1) and
n
(b)
  = (HL 1; HR 1). In the absence of right-handed currents (H+1 ' 0), these observables
correspond to the projection of the longitudinal helicity vector on one of the two negative
helicity states, namely
P 04 / cos 0; 1a ; P 05 /   cos 0; 1b : (2.26)
Given the dominance of the left-handed part of the amplitude, this explains that P 04 and P 05
exhibit q2-dependences that are almost the reection of each other with respect to the axis
q2 = 0. Of course, this discussion is only qualitative and the details on the role of the right-
handed amplitude na;b  are fundamental to assess the sensitivity of these two observables
to semileptonic coecients.
P 05 exhibits the largest deviation with respect to the SM prediction in some bins,
as seen in gure 4, corresponding to the so-called anomaly [8]. An illustrative exercise
consists in determining how this observable can receive a large impact while keeping P 04
near the SM value (in agreement with data).6 A numerical analysis allows one to identify
two mechanisms to enforce a suppression of P 05 with respect to P 04. The rst mechanism
relies on lifting the suppression of the right-handed amplitudes with respect to the left-
handed amplitudes and to prot from the relative minus sign between the two terms in
the numerator of P 05 versus the plus sign in P 04. The suppression of the right-handed
amplitudes is due to the CSM9   CSM10 cancellation, altered if the NP contribution to
the Wilson coecients does not follow the same direction.7 The second mechanism is
much more simple and relies on introducing a new physics contribution that suppresses AL?
without aecting all other amplitudes.
In table 1 we show the sensitivity to shifts of Wilson coecients for the [6,8] and low-
recoil bins. One can notice the large sensitivity of hP 05i[6;8] to a change of only CNP9 as com-
pared to hP 04i[6;8] in agreement with the data. Similar results are found for hP 05i[4;6] albeit
with a dierent importance. At low recoil, hP 05i[15;19] exhibits a better sensitivity to NP than
other observables in this region (though less than in the large-recoil region). This observable
is already at 1  consistent with SM at low-recoil, but the shifts in Wilson coecients im-
proving the agreement with data at large recoil go into the opposite direction at low recoil.
6In table 1, one can notice the large impact of a variation of C9 in P 05 compared to the negligible impact
on P 04 in the bin [6,8].
7This can be easily seen using the large-recoil expression of the amplitudes. The numerator of P 024
contains a term proportional to C210 that dominates and screens the partial cancellation between the C9
and C7 terms. There is no such C210 term surviving in the numerator of P 05, so that the partial cancellation
between C9 and C7 suppresses P 05 with respect to P 04.
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Figure 5. Data (blue crosses) and SM prediction (red boxes) for P3 (top), P
0
6 (bottom left), P
0
8
(bottom right). Same conventions as in gure 2.
2.2.5 P3, P
0
6 and P
0
8
These observables are dened as [6, 7]
P 06 =  
p
2
Im(AL0A
L
k  AR0 ARk )q
jA0j2(jA?j2 + jAkj2)
P 08 =  
p
2
Im(AL0A
L
? +A
R
0 A
R
? )q
jA0j2(jA?j2 + jAkj2)
; (2.27)
and
P3 =  
Im(ALk A
L
? +A
R
?A
R
k )
(jA?j2 + jAkj2)
: (2.28)
They are mainly sensitive to phases, either strong or weak, in the SM or beyond.
Present data is compatible with the SM with huge error bars, including also a local uc-
tuation of around 2  in one bin of P 06 that will plausibly disappear with more data. This
set of observables also are required to fulll bounds like
P 028   1  P1  1  P 026 ; (2.29)
which is a natural extension of the bounds discussed in ref. [62]. Let us mention that a
more direct way to test the presence of new weak phases is the measurement of the PCPi
observables [7].
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2.3 Issues with specic bins
2.3.1 The rst large-recoil bin [0.1,0.98]
The still limited statistics of LHCb data requires taking the limit of massless leptons
for the determination of angular observables. The impact of this assumption is completely
negligible in all bins except for the lowest bin [0.1,0.98]. Once included in the computation,
the lepton mass yields a sizeable eect, pushing the SM prediction in the direction of data
for P2, P
0
4;5 and FL. Indeed, the rst terms of the distribution at LHCb are given by
1
d(  +  )=dq2
d3(  +  )
d

=
9
32

3
4
(1  FLHCbL ) sin2 K + FLHCbL cos2 K (2.30)
+
1
4
(1  FLHCbL ) sin2 K cos 2l   FLHCbL cos2 K cos 2l + : : :

which is modied once lepton masses are considered [57]
1
d(  +  )=dq2
d3(  +  )
d

=
9
32

3
4
F^T sin
2 K + F^L cos
2 K (2.31)
+
1
4
FT sin
2 K cos 2l   FL cos2 K cos 2l + : : :

where F^T;L and FL;T are detailed in ref. [56].
8 All our observables are thus written and
computed in terms of the longitudinal and transverse polarisation fractions FL;T
FL =   J2c
d(  +  )=dq2
FT = 4
J2s
d(  +  )=dq2
: (2.32)
However, LHCb measures FL from the expression eq. (2.30) without lepton masses, where
the dominant term is the cos2 K term. This means that the experimental analysis actually
extracts F^L, where
F^L =
J1c
d(  +  )=dq2
: (2.33)
The dierence between FL and F^L has a negligible impact in all bins except for the bin
[0.1,0.98]. We have recomputed the rst bin of P2, P
0
4;5 using F^L instead of FL and imposing
the LHCb condition F^T = 1   F^L. For these observables, the central value for the SM
prediction is shifted towards the data
hFLi[0:1;0:98] = 0:21! 0:26 ; hP2i[0:1;0:98] = 0:12! 0:09 ; (2.34)
hP 04i[0:1;0:98] =  0:49!  0:38 ; hP 05i[0:1;0:98] = 0:68! 0:53 : (2.35)
Considering the expected accuracy during the run 2, it will be important once LHCb has
enough statistics to distinguish between FL and F^L. In the following, we will not attempt
to correct for this eect, but instead check that the largest-recoil bin has only a minor
impact in our result.
8Ref. [56] uses ~FL;T related to FL;T = 
2 ~FL;T .
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2.3.2 The bin [6,8]
Some recent analyses of B ! K data [15, 16] have discarded the [6,8] bin because of
the proximity of the J= resonance. It is obviously possible to perform analyses without
this bin, as some judgement must be exerted to decide which observables are suciently
well controlled to be included in the t. However, we want to emphasise the role played
by this bin in our analysis.
The smooth behaviour of P 05 up to bin [6,8] does not support claims of extremely
large charm-loop contributions inducing a positive contribution to C9 which would aect
mainly bins above 6 GeV2 [19]. A direct comparison of the relative positions of hP 05i[4;6]
and hP 05i[6;8] observables supports a global deviation with respect to SM predictions over a
large q2 range, rather than an eect localised near the J= resonance that would push up
hP 05i[6;8] with respect to hP 05i[4;6]. Indeed, current data exhibits a pattern opposite to what
was proposed in ref. [19] (see the plot for P 05 in gure 12 of ref. [19]). Of course, this cannot
be considered as a proof that there are no eects coming from charm resonances, but it
supports the concept of a limited impact which does not reach the size advocated in ref. [19].
On the other hand, this bin exhibits a signicant discrepancy from SM expectations in
P 05 and impacts our analysis. As discussed in section 2.1, we include in our predictions an
estimate of the impact of charm resonances, but we also perform cross-checks concerning
the role of this bin in section 4.4.
3 Other observables involved in the t
Here we discuss a large set of observables that we include in the t organized in two sets,
the rst one involving muons and photons in the nal state and the second one involving
electrons.
3.1 b! s and b! s observables
This class of observables corresponds to exclusive and inclusive processes where either a
real photon or a pair of muons is produced. It includes the decay B ! K discussed at
length in the previous sections, but also many other modes of interest.
3.1.1 Bs ! 
The main dierence between this mode and the decay B ! K originates from the
fact that Bs !  is not self-tagging, i.e. the nal state does not contain information on
whether the initial meson was a Bs or a Bs. In the absence of avour tagging, only a subset
of angular observables can be easily measured at a hadron collider, some of them corre-
sponding to CP-averaged angular coecients (J1s;1c;2s;2c;3;4;7) and some to CP-violating
ones (J5;6s;6c;8;9). Moreover, Bs- Bs mixing can interfere with direct decay providing addi-
tional contributions to the amplitude. This issue was addressed in detail in ref. [66], where
it was shown that additional observables could be measured through a time-dependent
analysis of the angular coecients (in particular, promising optimised observables Q8 and
Q9). Furthermore, the measurement of time-integrated angular coecients in a hadronic
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Figure 6. Soft form factors for Bs !  using KMN (green, solid), BSZ (red, dashed) and BZ
(blue, dotted) parametrisations: central value for jj (left) and for ? (right).
environment yields O( s= s) corrections to the analogous B+ ! K+`` expressions in
terms of transversity amplitudes (related to interference between mixing and decay).
One of the guidelines in our analysis is to try to test the sensitivity of the results
on dierent choices of form factor parametrisations and thus on the specic details and
assumptions of a particular form factor computation. Therefore we compare whenever
possible the predictions obtained with our default form factor parametrisation to those
obtained with other choices, e.g. in the case of B ! K and B ! K results based on
KMPW [17] (B-meson LCSR) to results based on BSZ [20] (light-meson LCSR). On the
other hand, for the case of Bs ! , only two form factor determinations were available
at low-q2 (BZ [39] and BSZ [20]) following rather similar approaches with the latter being
an update of the former one.
For this reason and given the importance of this mode, we implemented an alternative
approach, based on the B-meson LCSR computation discussed in ref. [67] (corresponding
to the same type of method as in KMPW [17]). Unfortunately, ref. [67] does not provide
the complete set of form factors necessary for a calculation of the Bs !  amplitudes
in the full-form factor approach, but the available subset is sucient to construct the two
soft form factors. These are extracted from the full form factors V , A1 and A2 in ref. [67]
using the value of decay constants, masses and hadronic inputs (we use the same thresh-
old parameter as for K and the Borel parameter is set to M2 = 1:0 GeV2). The results
obtained for ? and k are plotted in gure 6 where they are compared to the correspond-
ing functions from BZ and BSZ. Only central values are shown, illustrating the excellent
agreement between the parametrisation using ref. [67] and the BSZ parametrisation up to
5 GeV2, and a small deviation (below 8%) in the 5 to 8 GeV2 region. Considering the very
good agreement with the independent computation in ref. [67], we feel condent to use the
complete information available for the BSZ parametrisation to implement our soft form
factor approach for Bs ! .
We thus compute the relevant Bs !  observables with the same approach as for
B ! K, applied to the form factors from ref. [20] as our default. The O( s= s) cor-
rections to these observables are included using the expressions given in ref. [66], assuming
all Wilson coecients to be real. We use a similar approach for power corrections and du-
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ality violation eects as in the case of B ! K, without assuming any correlation even
though SU(3) symmetry is expected to hold approximately. Similarly, for long-distance
cc contributions, we use the same estimates for Ccc9 as in B ! K,9 but we do not
correlate the coecients si, a, b, c with those appearing for B ! K.
On the experimental side, LHCb has recently updated the measurement of this mode,
providing the branching ratio, its longitudinal fraction FL as well as several CP-averaged
angular observables S3;4;7 which can be recast into optimised observables P1; P
0
4; P
0
6 using
the correlation matrix provided in ref. [68]. We have checked the linear propagation of errors
used to obtain the optimised observables, by converting the B ! K Si observables into
optimised Pi observables using the same procedure and checking that they agree very
well with the values of Pi quoted by the LHCb collaboration. Due to dierences in the
convention in kinematics and the denition of observables, the same dictionary has to be
used as in the B ! K case to relate our denitions of angular and optimised observables
to those from LHCb articles.
3.1.2 B ! K
In addition to the dierential branching ratio, the angular distribution for B ! K
features two further observables, the forward-backward asymmetry AFB and the coecient
FH [69]. LHCb data does not suggest any deviation from SM expectations in these two
quantities which are sensitive to the presence of scalar/pseudoscalar and tensor operators.
Since we do not consider such NP operators, we will only examine the B ! K branching
ratio.
The theoretical description of the decay B ! K with the scalar K meson in the
nal state is considerably simpler than the one of the decay B ! K with the vector K
meson, even though similar conceptual issues are involved. In the large-recoil region, we
apply QCD factorisation [41] to the form factors in ref. [17], taking them as uncorrelated.
The large-recoil symmetries allows us to reduce the three form factors f+; f0; fT to a sin-
gle soft-form factor. We use the most common scheme [41] where the soft form factor is
identied with f+, which dominates the computation of the branching ratio (contributions
involving the scalar form factor f0 are suppressed by the lepton mass, and the tensor form
factor fT arises only in the presence of scalar or tensor operators). The dominance of the
form factor f+ renders correlations with the other two f0; fT less important, and therefore
the gain of the implementation of correlations via the soft form factor approach is less sig-
nicant for B ! K than for the vector mode (we checked that using the full form factors
for B ! K yields indeed very similar results). Long-distance charm-loop corrections are
neglected here, as they are expected to have very little impact on branching ratios [17].
At low recoil, we use the lattice determination from ref. [70]. In this region, the
question on the size of duality-violation eects arises as in the case of B ! K``. Again
we consider a single large bin covering this region and we implement an O(10%) correction
(with an arbitrary phase) to the term proportional to C9 for this bin.
9These estimates are admittedly crude already for B ! K, and thus are expected to be valid at the
same level of accuracy for Bs ! .
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3.1.3 B ! Xs+  and B ! Xs
There are other important b! s penguin modes sensitive to magnetic and dimuonic oper-
ators. We consider the branching ratios B(B ! Xs)E>1:6GeV and B(B ! Xs+ )[1;6].
In both cases, the SM prediction [71{73] has gained some recent improvement, with a bet-
ter control of higher QCD orders for B ! Xs [34{36] and the inclusion of logarithmically
enhanced electromagnetic corrections for B ! Xs+  [37]. This has induced a shift of
the SM prediction, both for the central value and the uncertainty. We update the SM
predictions entering the relevant formulas for these observables in ref. [3], but we do not
modify the part depending on the NP coecients Ci (with NP being constrained to small
eects, the inclusion of higher-order eects in this part can be neglected, considering the
accuracy aimed at).
3.1.4 Bs ! 
The CMS and LHCb correlations have both measured the branching ratio for Bs ! ,
and provided an average of the two measurements [74]. The SM theoretical prediction has
been improved signicantly over the past year, including NNLO QCD corrections and NLO
electroweak corrections, inducing a change in the central value and the uncertainty [75{77].
We follow the same approach as for inclusive decays and modify the relevant formulas for
these observables in ref. [3] by updating the SM predictions, but without changing the part
depending on the NP coecients Ci.
3.1.5 B ! K
We follow the discussion in ref. [3] for B ! K in order to constrain signicantly C7 (and
C70). The observables included in our analysis are the isospin asymmetry AI(B ! K)
and the B ! K time-dependent CP asymmetry SK .
3.1.6 b ! 
Another example of a b ! s transition is the baryonic mode b ! , for which
the branching ratio and several angular observables have been measured by the LHCb
collaboration [78]. Due to limitations of the current theoretical description of this decay
(restricted to naive factorisation, with only a limited knowledge of form factors) [79{81],
we prefer not to include these results in our ts. We note, however, that the current
measurement of the dierential branching ratio tends to lie below its SM prediction using
lattice QCD inputs [78, 80].
3.2 b! se+e  observables
The analysis of b! s`` processes can be extended by considering not only muons but also
electrons in the nal state. As discussed in the introduction, the ratio RK = Br(B !
K)=Br(B ! Kee) in the [1,6]-bin shows a signicant deviation from the SM expecta-
tion [24], which can be computed to a very high accuracy since almost all hadronic eects
cancel in the ratio [25, 82]. Using our setting, we nd a SM value of RK = 1:0020:006 for
the [1,6] bin. The observed tension with data has triggered many interpretations in terms
of various NP models (for instance refs. [26{29, 83{97]).
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Instead of including directly the ratio RK together with Br(B ! K) in the t,
we use the two branching ratios Br(B ! K) and Br(B ! Kee), keeping track of all
theoretical correlations among them. Note that in this way we do not lose the information
concerning the cancellation of hadronic uncertainties as it would occur in the observable RK
because this cancellation is implicitly encoded in the correlations among the two branching
ratios. On the experimental side, RK is signicantly correlated with Br(B ! K) (in a
way not quantied yet), whereas Br(B ! Kee) may only have part of the (sub-dominant)
systematic uncertainties correlated with Br(B ! K). It seems thus safer to include
Br(B ! Kee) in the global t (rather RK) to avoid a double counting of (correlated)
deviations.
Another source of information on b ! see is provided by B ! Kee at very low
invariant squared masses q2 of the electron pair, close to the photon pole. An angular
analysis [33] provides four observables FL; A
(2)
T ; A
re
T ; A
im
T (or equivalently FL; P1;2;3), which
can be included in the t to constrain the Wilson coecients, in particular C7 and C70 due to
the proximity to the photon pole.10 Finally, we do not include information on B ! Xsee,
as this decay provides already little information in the muon case.
In the generic NP models, the eective Hamiltonian involves dierent eective bs``
couplings for dierent lepton species (` = ; e), so that one should distinguish the Wilson
coecient Ci; (corresponding to b! s transitions) from the Wilson coecient Ci e (for
b! see). Hence it is not possible to include the above data in a model-independent t to
Wilson coecients Ci, unless an additional hypothesis concerning the value of the Cei or their
relationship to the Ci is made. Therefore we will not include this set of data in our reference
t described above and in appendix A, but we will consider it in combined +e ts, assum-
ing that NP is either absent from Ci e, or that it enters avour-universally in Ci e and Ci .
4 Global ts to Wilson coecients
4.1 General framework
We start with a global analysis of the data, in scenarios with potential (real) NP contribu-
tions to the Wilson coecients C7;9;10;70;90;100 .11 We split the SM and NP contributions at
b = 4.8 GeV with Ci = CSMi + CNPi (with CSM7;9;10 =  0:29; 4:07; 4:31).
Our reference t is obtained using
 the observables for b! s listed in appendix A,
 the observables for b! s discussed in section 3.1,
 the form factors in ref. [17], apart from Bs !  form factors [20],
10We will not provide predictions for the branching ratio BR(B ! Kee) at very low recoil: the photon
pole magnies the uncertainty coming from the form factor T1(0), which is very large due to our choice of
input for V (0) with large uncertainties. Contrary to the case of angular observables, our estimate for this
branching ratio at very large recoil is thus aected by large uncertainties (though in the right ball park of
other estimates [21]).
11We will not consider imaginary contributions to Wilson coecients and we do not include CP-violating
observables in our ts.
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 the \improved QCD Factorisation approach" described in section 2.1.
For our experimental inputs, we include only LHCb data for the exclusive modes
considered here [4, 9, 24, 31, 33, 68, 98], as they dominate the current analysis of the
anomalies and allow for a consistent inclusion of correlations. Inclusive modes and b! s
inputs are taken from the HFAG review [99] and BR(Bs ! ) from the current CMS
and LHCb combination [74]. In case of asymmetric error bars, we symmetrise by taking
the largest of the two uncertainties quoted, without modifying the central value.
We have to include the experimental and theoretical correlations between the dierent
observables (and bins) for B ! K and B ! K. The experimental correlations are
available for B ! K [31], Bs !  [68] and B ! K [100]. For B ! K, the
correlations are given for both Si and Pi observables, whereas they are given only for Si
observables for Bs ! . We have performed a linear propagation of errors in the latter
case in order to obtain the correlations among Pi observables (we checked the validity of
this procedure by reproducing the correlations among Pi observables in B ! K quoted
in ref. [31] starting from the information on the Si observables given in the same reference).
For theoretical correlations, we have produced a correlation matrix by performing a
propagation of error. This is achieved by varying all input parameters following a Gaus-
sian distribution including known correlations, and determining the resulting distribution
of the observables of interest. This is particularly necessary for the form factors: we in-
clude correlations between parameters from the lattice QCD computation at low recoil in
ref. [101, 102]. We treat all parameters as uncorrelated at large recoil in the case of ref. [17],
whereas we include the available correlations when we use ref. [20]. We stress that even
the uncorrelated scan of parameters (like power corrections) induces correlations among
the observables (for instance branching ratios at large recoil) because the latter have a
correlated functional dependence on these parameters. The large error bars in ref. [17] for
B ! K may lead to excursions in parameter space that distort the distribution of the
Pi observables and yield signicant non-Gaussianities. These non-Gaussianities are avoided
by scanning over the input parameters after scaling down all uncertainties by a global factor
, producing the correlation matrix for the Pi observables, and multiplying all its entries
by 2 . The resulting covariance matrix is an accurate representation of the uncertainties
and correlations for the Pi observables in the vicinity of the central values of the input
parameters, as long as it is possible to propagate errors in a linearised way. This matrix
encodes all the relevant information concerning uncertainties and correlations among ob-
servables, with all uncertainties eectively added in quadrature (we explicitly checked that
the results are independent on the exact numerical choice of the rescaling factor , and in
practice  = 3 is sucient). The other sets of form factors yield Gaussian distributions for
the Bs !  and B ! K observables, because of the smaller uncertainty ranges.
Finally, we construct a single covariance matrix as the sum of the experimental (Cexpij )
and the theoretical one (Cthij ), and we use it to build the usual 
2 function corresponding
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to observables with correlated Gaussian distributions:12
2(Ck) =
NobsX
i;j=1

Oexpi  Othi (Ck)

(Cexp + Cth)
 1
ij

Oexpj  Othj (Ck)

: (4.1)
Once the 2 function is computed, it remains to exploit the information that it carries.
Following standard frequentist analysis, a rst piece of information is provided by the global
minimum 2min, which provides an indication of the goodness-of-t. It can be expressed as
a p-value assessing the agreement between the measurements and the scenario tested, given
as the probability for a 2-distributed random variable with the corresponding number of
degrees of freedom (number of data points minus number of free parameters) to reach a
higher value than the one obtained from the data.
If the t is good enough, one can move on and perform the metrology of the n param-
eters (NP in Wilson coecients) by considering the test statistic 2(Ci)  2(Ci) 2min.
Assuming that this quantity is distributed as a 2 random variable with n degrees of
freedom, the k-sigma condence region is obtained as 2(Ci)  (k; n), where (k; n)
is the value at which the 2(n)-cumulative distribution function reaches the probability
Pk  associated to k sigmas. In practice, (k; 1) = f1; 4; 9g, (k; 2) = f2:3; 6:18; 11:83g and
(k; 6) = f5:89; 11:31; 18:21g for k = f1; 2; 3g, corresponding to Pk = f68:3; 95:4; 99:7g%
dened as the probability for a Gaussian random variable to be measured within n standard
deviations from the mean. In addition, the pull of the SM is the p-value corresponding to
2(Ck = 0), i.e., the probability described above and converted in units of sigma, in the
case of a 2(n)-distributed random variable.
When we compare scenarios with dierent number of parameters, some care is thus
needed both for the goodness-of-t (p-value for 2min) and the metrology (pull of the SM).
For instance, we note that a t to two parameters (CNPi ; CNPj ) may contain the hypothesis
CNPi = CNPj = 0 within the 2  region, while the corresponding t to the single parameter
CNPi (with CNPj = 0 xed) might not. In general, p-values and pulls tend to decrease
when adding more parameters, unless the added parameters are essential in improving the
agreement with data. Having more free parameters in a t typically reduces the signicance
of the SM pull and decreases the p-value for 2min if these parameters are not relevant and
do not aect the 2 function.
4.2 NP ts for b! s and b! s
4.2.1 One-dimensional ts to Wilson coecients
First of all, the SM itself does not yield a particularly good t when considering all the
b ! s and b ! s data, with 2min = 110 for Ndof = 96, corresponding to a p-value of
12The theoretical correlation matrices are obtained for the observables in the context of the SM com-
putation. In the following, we will assume that the theory covariance matrix has only a mild dependence
on the values of the Wilson coecients, and we will keep its SM value in the construction of our 2 test
statistics [15]. We have checked that for the scenarios considered in this paper this assumption holds, by
calculating the covariance matrix at the best-t point and comparing the outcome of the t with the one
using the SM covariance matrix.
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Coecient Best t 1 3 PullSM p-value (%)
CNP7  0:02 [ 0:04; 0:00] [ 0:07; 0:03] 1.2 17.0
CNP9  1:09 [ 1:29; 0:87] [ 1:67; 0:39] 4.5 63.0
CNP10 0:56 [0:32; 0:81] [ 0:12; 1:36] 2.5 25.0
CNP70 0:02 [ 0:01; 0:04] [ 0:06; 0:09] 0.6 15.0
CNP90 0:46 [0:18; 0:74] [ 0:36; 1:31] 1.7 19.0
CNP100  0:25 [ 0:44; 0:06] [ 0:82; 0:31] 1.3 17.0
CNP9 = CNP10  0:22 [ 0:40; 0:02] [ 0:74; 0:50] 1.1 16.0
CNP9 =  CNP10  0:68 [ 0:85; 0:50] [ 1:22; 0:18] 4.2 56.0
CNP90 = CNP100  0:07 [ 0:33; 0:19] [ 0:86; 0:68] 0.3 14.0
CNP90 =  CNP100 0:19 [0:07; 0:31] [ 0:17; 0:55] 1.6 18.0
CNP9 =  CNP90  1:06 [ 1:25; 0:86] [ 1:60; 0:40] 4.8 72.0
CNP9 =  CNP10
=  CNP90 =  CNP100
 0:69 [ 0:89; 0:51] [ 1:37; 0:16] 4.1 53.0
CNP9 =  CNP10
= CNP90 =  CNP100
 0:19 [ 0:30; 0:07] [ 0:55; 0:15] 1.7 19.0
Table 2. Best-t points, condence intervals, pulls for the SM hypothesis and p-values for dierent
one-dimensional NP scenarios.
16%. We then include NP and start by considering 1D scenarios where only one of the
Wilson coecients is let free to receive NP contributions. The corresponding p-values and
pulls for the SM hypothesis gathered in table 2 show clearly that a scenario with NP in C9
is the most favoured by far. A scenario with NP in C10 and C90 is also preferred compared
to the pure SM case, but to a lesser extent.
It is also interesting to test some scenarios where NP enters in a correlated way in two
Wilson coecients. This occurs in particular in models preserving SU(2)L invariance in the
lepton sector [103], or models assuming a vector or axial preference for quark couplings [26{
29]. From table 2, the most favoured scenario corresponds to CNP9 =  CNP90 , which could
for instance be generated by a Z 0 boson with axial quark-avour changing and vector
muon couplings. This scenario yields a large pull due to the fact that it leads to an
excellent agreement with the angular observables at low recoil; however, it has no impact
on B ! K`` branching ratios, so that RK remains unexplained. The scenario CNP9 =  CNP10
preserving the SU(2)L symmetry can also be considered as interesting. One should however
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CNP7 CNP9 CNP10 CNP70 CNP90 CNP100
1.19 4.47 2.45 0.64 1.66 1.33
CNP7 * 0.07 0.84 1.18 1.24 1.21
CNP9 4.31 * 4.04 4.52 4.61 4.67
CNP10 2.30 1.54 * 2.38 2.09 2.06
CNP70 0.62 0.92 0.23 * 0.32 0.32
CNP90 1.69 2.00 1.05 1.56 * 1.02
CNP100 1.34 1.89 0.05 1.20 0.22 *
Table 3. Pulls obtained by allowing successively NP in two Wilson coecients: for the Cj column,
the second row gives the pull of the SM hypothesis in the case where Cj is let free to vary, whereas the
Ci row yields the pull of the hypothesis Ci = CSMi in the scenario where Ci and Cj are let free to vary.
be careful not to overinterpret these results: any scenario allowing for NP in C9 yields a large
pull, and the modication of the other Wilson coecients might slightly improve or worsen
the agreement between predictions and measurements, but only with limited impact.
We conrm our previous result of 2013 [8] with the 3 fb 1 dataset, namely that C9 plays
a central role in the interpretation of the anomalies, and it is the main Wilson coecient
unavoidably present in any scenario with a pull above 4 sigmas. We nd that this Wilson
coecient receives typically a negative contribution of order 25% with respect to the SM.
More details on the impact of various experimental inputs and theoretical hypotheses can
be found in appendix D.
4.2.2 Two-dimensional ts to Wilson coecients
It is also interesting to proceed as in ref. [8] and consider nested scenarios where NP is
added to one Wilson coecient after the other, starting from the SM hypothesis. In a
given scenario (where some Wilson coecients Cj1;:::jN receive NP and the others do not),
the improvement obtained by allowing one more Wilson coecient Ci to receive NP contri-
butions can be quantied by computing the pull of the Ci = CSMi hypothesis. This allows
us to determine the NP scenarios which manage best to reproduce data. From the results
in table 3, the most favoured scenarios correspond to (CNP9 ; CNP90 ) and (CNP9 ; CNP100 ). This is
supported by the actual 2D ts, with results shown in table 4, which also indicates that
(CNP9 ; CNP10 ) is interesting to consider. Other scenarios are also interesting where constraints
are used to relate the various NP contributions, for instance CNP9 =  CNP90 ; CNP10 = CNP100 , as
well as CNP9 =  CNP90 ; CNP10 =  CNP100 .
In gures 7 and 8, we show the 3  regions corresponding to the constraints coming from
branching ratios and angular observables, and from individual decay channels (respectively)
for 4 favoured scenarios. Each constraint is built by considering one of the above subsets
and adding the inputs from b ! s and inclusive decays. Both branching ratios and
angular observables favour a negative value of C9. As far as channels are concerned, the
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Coecient Best Fit Point PullSM p-value (%)
(CNP7 ; CNP9 ) ( 0:00; 1:07) 4.1 61.0
(CNP7 ; CNP10 ) ( 0:02; 0:54) 2.1 25.0
(CNP7 ; CNP70 ) ( 0:02; 0:01) 0.8 15.0
(CNP7 ; CNP90 ) ( 0:02; 0:47) 1.6 20.0
(CNP7 ; CNP100 ) ( 0:02; 0:24) 1.3 18.0
(CNP9 ; CNP10 ) ( 1:08; 0:33) 4.3 67.0
(CNP9 ; CNP70 ) ( 1:09; 0:02) 4.2 63.0
(CNP9 ; CNP90 ) ( 1:12; 0:77) 4.5 72.0
(CNP9 ; CNP100 ) ( 1:17; 0:35) 4.5 71.0
(CNP10 ; CNP70 ) (0:54; 0:00) 2.0 23.0
(CNP10 ; CNP90 ) (0:49; 0:30) 2.2 25.0
(CNP10 ; CNP100 ) (0:54; 0:01) 2.0 23.0
(CNP70 ; CNP90 ) (0:01; 0:47) 1.2 17.0
(CNP70 ; CNP100 ) (0:01; 0:22) 0.9 16.0
(CNP90 ; CNP100 ) (0:38; 0:06) 1.2 17.0
(CNP9 =  CNP90 ; CNP10 = CNP100 ) ( 1:15; 0:34) 4.7 75.0
(CNP9 =  CNP90 ; CNP10 =  CNP100 ) ( 1:06; 0:06) 4.4 70.0
(CNP9 = CNP90 ; CNP10 = CNP100 ) ( 0:64; 0:21) 3.9 55.0
(CNP9 =  CNP10 ; CNP90 = CNP100 ) ( 0:72; 0:29) 3.8 53.0
(CNP9 =  CNP10 ; CNP90 =  CNP100 ) ( 0:66; 0:03) 2.0 23.0
Table 4. Best-t points, pulls for the SM hypothesis and p-values for dierent two-dimensional
NP scenarios.
discrepancy with the Standard Model is triggered by B ! K and by Bs !  (to a
lesser extent). Both scenarios with NP in (C9; C90) or (C9; C10) favour non-zero contributions
for both Wilson coecients, whereas the two scenarios CNP9 =  CNP90 ; CNP10 = CNP100 and
CNP9 =  CNP90 ; CNP10 =  CNP100 favour NP in CNP9 =  CNP90 mainly (even though contributions
to C10 and C100 are allowed).
We emphasise that not all those scenarios have an interpretation in terms of a Z 0
which was rst proposed by three of us in ref. [8], and was discussed in more detail in
refs. [10, 15, 26{29]. Indeed, an interpretation within a Z 0 context would reduce the subset
of 2D constrained scenarios to the set of scenarios that fullls CNP9 CNP100 = CNP90 CNP10 (see
appendix F). Notice that this constraint is fullled by the scenarios with NP contribution
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Figure 7. For 4 favoured scenarios, we show the 3  regions allowed by branching ratios only
(dashed green), by angular observables only (long-dashed blue) and by considering both (red, with
1,2,3  contours, corresponding to 68.3%, 95.5% and 99.7% condence levels). Each constraint
corresponding to a subset of data includes also the inclusive and b! s data.
only in C9 or (C9; C90) since both sides of the equation vanish trivially. On the other hand, if
one wants to switch on NP in all four coecients and preserve some simple pattern among
them, there are four options that may agree with a Z 0 interpretation:
 (CNP9 =  CNP90 ; CNP10 =  CNP100 ), with a large pull for the b ! s reference t, but
giving RK = 1 by construction,
 (CNP9 = CNP10 ; CNP90 = CNP100 ), disfavoured by the data on Bs ! , which prefer a SM
value for C10, leading to a tension with the value of CNP9 needed for B ! K
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Figure 8. For 4 favoured scenarios, we show the 3  regions allowed by B ! K observables only
(dashed green), by B ! K observables only (long-dashed blue), by Bs !  observables only
(dot-dashed purple) and by considering all data (red, with 1,2,3  contours). Same conventions for
the constraints as in gure 7.
 (CNP9 =  CNP10 ; CNP90 =  CNP100 ) and (CNP9 = CNP90 ; CNP10 = CNP100 ) which could be interesting
candidates but get lower pulls (2.0 and 3.9  respectively).
We see therefore that Z 0 scenarios could alleviate part of the discrepancies observed in
b ! s data, but with only one or two Wilson coecients receiving NP contributions,
corresponding to Z 0 models with denite parity/chirality in its coupling to muons/quarks.
Another important criterion of choice among scenarios comes from considering the
main anomalies, namely, P 05(B ! K), RK and BR(Bs ! ), and how they are weak-
ened or strengthened in each scenario. As can be seen from appendix A, besides the large
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Impact RK hP 05i[4;6];[6;8] BBs! Blow recoil
High I,II I,VI VI III,IV,VI
III II,IV II,III,IV,V I,II
IV,VI III,V I V
Low V
Table 5. Relative impact of each scenario on the anomalies for RK , P
0
5, BBs! and on the
low-recoil bins of the dierent branching fractions.
deviations of order 2.5 to 3  in dierent observables P 05, RK and B(Bs ! ) (that we
called generically anomalies), there are also a large set of smaller deviations (many of them
at low recoil) that can push in dierent or similar directions. In appendix B, we illustrate
how observables are aected in the presence of NP by providing the predictions and the
pulls for the observables at the best-t point for NP in C9 only. In table 5 we compare the
best t points for 1D and 2D scenarios involving C9(0);10(0),13 leading to a pull above 4.4 :
I : CNP9 ; II : (CNP9 ; CNP10 ); III : (CNP9 ; CNP100 ); IV : (CNP9 ; CNP90 );
V : (CNP9 =  CNP90 ; CNP10 =  CNP100 ); VI : (CNP9 =  CNP90 ; CNP10 = CNP100 ) :
We classify these scenarios according to how well they can x a given anomaly or ten-
sion at their best-t point (reducing it below 1  level awards the rst position, failing to im-
prove leads to the last position). Some scenarios are unable to improve on certain anomalies:
for instance, RK which depends on the combination (CNP9 + CNP90 )  (CNP10 + CNP100 ) cannot be
explained by a scenario of the type V. In other cases, the observables obtain contributions of
opposite signs from the dierent NP contributions. This is the case for instance for scenarios
with CNP9 =  CNP90 where a negative CNP9 goes in the right direction to alleviate the tension
in P 05 whereas a positive CNP90 goes in the wrong direction. However the impact of CNP90 is
only 25% of CSM9 , so a small positive contribution or the contribution from other coecients
like a positive but small CNP100 remains a viable possibility to explain the discrepancy in P 05.
The result of this classication is that the scenario V is clearly disfavoured compared to the
others which fare almost equally well, with a mild preference for I, II and VI. Only the sce-
narios II and III improve on the tiny deviation of data with respect to the SM for Bs ! .
One can compare these results with the recent analysis in ref. [15], which relied on
a dierent approach (full form factor analysis, based on a dierent set of form factors
with correlations [20], use of CP-averaged angular coecients for the B ! V `` angular
analysis). We see that similar 1D scenarios are preferred with a contribution to C9 alone,
C10 alone to a lesser extent, as well as CNP9 =  CNP10 . For 2D scenarios, the best-t points
for (CNP9 ; CNP90 ) and (CNP9 ; CNP10 ) are also similar.
4.2.3 Six-dimensional ts to Wilson coecients
Even though we have seen that the anomalies can be described allowing for additional con-
tributions in two Wilson coecients, it is interesting to consider the most general scenario
13We do not consider CNP9 =  CNP90 which has a large pull, but is not able to solve the discrepancy in RK .
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Coecient 1 2 3
CNP7 [ 0:02; 0:03] [ 0:04; 0:04] [ 0:05; 0:08]
CNP9 [ 1:4; 1:0] [ 1:7; 0:7] [ 2:2; 0:4]
CNP10 [ 0:0; 0:9] [ 0:3; 1:3] [ 0:5; 2:0]
CNP70 [ 0:02; 0:03] [ 0:04; 0:06] [ 0:06; 0:07]
CNP90 [0:3; 1:8] [ 0:5; 2:7] [ 1:3; 3:7]
CNP100 [ 0:3; 0:9] [ 0:7; 1:3] [ 1:0; 1:6]
Table 6. Condence intervals for Wilson coecients in the six-dimensional NP scenario.
with contributions to all six coecients. In this case, the best t point is CNP7 = 0:01,
CNP70 = 0:01, CNP9 =  1:1, CNP10 = 0:5, CNP90 = 1:2, CNP100 = 0:3, with the condence intervals
given in table 6. In agreement with the above sections, non-vanishing values for CNP9 (CNP90 )
are favoured strongly (mildly), whether the other coecients may vanish at 1  but may
also accommodate small CNPi in their fairly large condence intervals. The SM pull is 3.6 ,
which is lower than the pulls for successful 1D and 2D-scenarios, since this scenario allows
for more degrees of freedom which are not all relevant to explain the anomalies.
4.3 Fits involving b! see observables
4.3.1 Fits considering lepton avour (non-) universality
As stated in section 3.2, several measurements have been performed for b! see and can be
included in our analysis, as long as we assume some relationship between the Wilson coe-
cients in the electron and muon sectors Ci e and Ci . In the following, we add to our reference
t the data described in section 3.2, and assume that NP enters b! see and b! s the
same way (NP Lepton Flavour Universality [LFU]), that it enters in a dierent way (NP
LFU Violation), or even that there is no NP in the b! see (Maximal NP LFU Violation).
Even in the case of Maximal NP LFU Violation, adding b ! see data on the t may
have an impact through the additional constraints that b ! see data sets on hadronic
inputs (in particular form factors). The main input here is BR(B ! Kee), which has a
very strong theoretical correlation with BR(B ! K) and thus amounts to including the
constraint from RK . Tables 7 and 8 (with b ! see data) can be compared with tables 2
and 4 (without it). Since the discrepancy in RK is mainly driven by the disagreement
between the SM predictions and the measurements for BR(B ! K), it is not surprising
that the 1D scenarios modifying C9 see their signicance increase, as well as the p-value
associated with the t (apart from CNP9 =  CNP90 which remains unchanged). In particular,
scenarios with contribution to CNP9 only and CNP9 =  CNP10 have a large SM pull and a
decent p-value. A similar situation occurs for the favoured 2D hypotheses.
It is also interesting to predict RK , RK and R for dierent scenarios in the interme-
diate region [1,6] or [1.1,6], assuming that NP enters only the muon sector. The results are
given in table 9, showing some sensitivity to the scenario chosen. Varying only C9 seems
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Coecient Best t 1 3 PullSM p-value (%)
CNP7  0:02 [ 0:04; 0:00] [ 0:07; 0:03] 1.2 17.0
CNP9  1:11 [ 1:31; 0:90] [ 1:67; 0:46] 4.9 74.0
CNP10 0:61 [0:40; 0:84] [ 0:01; 1:34] 3.0 32.0
CNP70 0:02 [ 0:00; 0:04] [ 0:05; 0:09] 1.0 16.0
CNP90 0:15 [ 0:09; 0:38] [ 0:56; 0:85] 0.6 15.0
CNP100  0:09 [ 0:26; 0:08] [ 0:60; 0:42] 0.5 15.0
CNP9 = CNP10  0:20 [ 0:38; 0:01] [ 0:70; 0:47] 1.0 16.0
CNP9 =  CNP10  0:65 [ 0:80; 0:50] [ 1:13; 0:21] 4.6 66.0
CNP90 = CNP100  0:03 [ 0:27; 0:21] [ 0:76; 0:68] 0.1 15.0
CNP90 =  CNP100 0:07 [ 0:04; 0:17] [ 0:25; 0:39] 0.6 15.0
CNP9 =  CNP90  1:07 [ 1:25; 0:86] [ 1:60; 0:42] 4.9 73.0
CNP9 =  CNP10
=  CNP90 =  CNP100
 0:66 [ 0:84; 0:50] [ 1:25; 0:20] 4.5 64.0
CNP9 =  CNP10
= CNP90 =  CNP100
 0:22 [ 0:31; 0:13] [ 0:51; 0:04] 2.5 26.0
Table 7. Best-t point, condence intervals, pulls for the SM hypothesis and p-value for dierent
1D NP scenarios, including b! see data but assuming NP only in b! s.
the most ecient way to get RK in agreement with the current LHCb values, with values
of RK and R around 0.85. Other scenarios yield larger values of RK and smaller for RK
and R, apart from the scenario CNP9 =  CNP10 which leads to RK ; RK ; R all around 0.7.
The increase in the uncertainties for our predictions for RK and R in NP scenarios
comes from the fact that a part of the eects proportional to the lepton mass come from
the angular coecient J1s which involves 4m
2
`=s multiplied by Re(A
L
?A
R
? +A
L
jjA
R
jj ). This
term is small in the SM where C9 '  C10 and thus AR?;jj ' 0, but in presence of NP not
following the same SU(2)L relationship, this contribution increases, with an uncertainty
coming mainly from the form factors. We illustrate the sensitivity to the choice of form
factors for B ! K where we provide the results using the form factors of ref. [17], compared
to ref. [20] (in brackets). The larger uncertainties in the former case come mainly from the
normalisation of the form factors. Moreover, one may notice that RK and R are almost
identical when using the form factors of ref. [20]: these ratios are driven by the ratios
F (0)=V (0) with F = A1; A2; T1; T2 are almost identical for B ! K and Bs !  in ref. [20].
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Coecient Best Fit Point PullSM p-value (%)
(CNP7 ; C
NP
9 ) ( 0:00; 1:10) 4.6 58.0
(CNP7 ; C
NP
10 ) ( 0:02; 0:56) 2.6 20.0
(CNP7 ; C
NP
70 ) ( 0:02; 0:02) 1.0 9.4
(CNP7 ; C
NP
90 ) ( 0:01; 0:22) 0.8 8.7
(CNP7 ; C
NP
100 ) ( 0:02; 0:05) 0.8 8.8
(CNP9 ; C
NP
10 ) ( 1:06; 0:33) 4.8 65.0
(CNP9 ; C
NP
70 ) ( 1:16; 0:02) 4.7 62.0
(CNP9 ; C
NP
90 ) ( 1:15; 0:64) 4.9 67.0
(CNP9 ; C
NP
100 ) ( 1:23; 0:29) 4.9 67.0
(CNP10 ; C
NP
70 ) (0:62; 0:01) 2.6 19.0
(CNP10 ; C
NP
90 ) (0:55; 0:10) 2.5 19.0
(CNP10 ; C
NP
100 ) (0:62; 0:10) 2.5 19.0
(CNP70 ; C
NP
90 ) (0:02; 0:11) 0.6 8.2
(CNP70 ; C
NP
100 ) (0:02; 0:09) 0.5 8.0
(CNP90 ; C
NP
100 ) (0:04; 0:04) 0.2 7.4
(CNP9 =  CNP90 ; CNP10 = CNP100 ) ( 1:18; 0:38) 5.1 72.0
(CNP9 =  CNP90 ; CNP10 =  CNP100 ) ( 1:11; 0:04) 4.5 57.0
(CNP9 = C
NP
90 ; C
NP
10 = C
NP
100 ) ( 0:64; 0:11) 4.3 51.0
(CNP9 =  CNP10 ; CNP90 = CNP100 ) ( 0:69; 0:27) 4.2 50.0
(CNP9 =  CNP10 ; CNP90 =  CNP100 ) ( 0:64; 0:07) 2.7 20.0
Table 8. Best-t point, pulls for the SM hypothesis and p-value for dierent 2D NP scenarios,
including b! see data but assuming NP only in b! s.
If NP Lepton Flavour Universality Violation is assumed, NP may enter both b! see
and b ! s decays though potentially with dierent values. We show the correspond-
ing constraints in gure 9 for two dierent scenarios, namely (CNP9 ; CNP9e ) and (CNP9 =
 CNP10; CNP9e =  CNP10e). For each scenario, we see that there is no clear indication of a NP
contribution in the electron sector, whereas one has clearly a non-vanishing contribution
for the muon sector, with a deviation from the Lepton Flavour Universality line, in global
agreement with ref. [15] but with a lower signicance.
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RK [1; 6] RK [1:1; 6] R[1:1; 6]
SM 1:00 0:01 1:00 0:01
[1:00 0:01]
1:00 0:01
CNP9 =  1:11 0:79 0:01
0:87 0:08
[0:84 0:02]
0:84 0:02
CNP9 =  CNP90 =  1:09 1:00 0:01
0:79 0:14
[0:74 0:04]
0:74 0:03
CNP9 =  CNP10 =  0:69 0:67 0:01
0:71 0:03
[0:69 0:01]
0:69 0:01
CNP9 =  1:15; CNP90 = 0:77 0:91 0:01
0:80 0:12
[0:76 0:03]
0:76 0:03
CNP9 =  1:16; CNP10 = 0:35 0:71 0:01
0:78 0:07
[0:75 0:02]
0:76 0:01
CNP9 =  1:23; CNP100 =  0:38 0:87 0:01
0:79 0:11
[0:75 0:02]
0:76 0:02
CNP9 =  CNP90 =  1:14
CNP10 =  CNP100 = 0:04
)
1:00 0:01 0:78 0:13
[0:74 0:04]
0:74 0:03
CNP9 =  CNP90 =  1:17
CNP10 = CNP100 = 0:26
)
0:88 0:01 0:76 0:12
[0:71 0:04]
0:71 0:03
Table 9. Predictions for RK , RK , R at the best t point of dierent scenarios of interest,
assuming that NP enters only in the muon sector, and using the inputs of our reference t, in
particular the KMPW form factors in ref. [17] for B ! K and B ! K, and ref. [20] for Bs ! .
In the case of B ! K, we also indicate in brackets the predictions using the form factors in ref. [20].
4.3.2 Fits to magnetic operators at very low q2
Traditionally, the main constraints on C7, C70 have been provided by b ! s observables,
both inclusive and exclusive (see e.g. ref. [6]). Recent measurement of b! see observables
at very low q2 provides an alternative source for such constraints, as the photon pole
enhances the relative importance of C7;70 with respect to C9(0);10(0) . In order to compare
the constraining power of both sets of observables separately, and to gauge the impact of
including b ! s`` modes in the t, we have performed separate ts to CNP7 , CNP70 in two
dierent scenarios: a) all other Wilson coecients have their SM value, and b) CNP9 =  1:1
and the other coecients have their SM value (a solution preferred globally by the data,
as shown above).
In gure 10 we show the resulting ts. The constraints from b ! see observables
alone (shown in green) are milder than the b! s ones (shown in blue) but the two set of
constraints are largely complementary, leading to much tighter constraints once combined
(dashed contours). As expected, all these constraints are independent of the value of CNP9 .
The result of the global t including all observables (b! s, b! see and b! s) is also
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Figure 9. For two scenarios where NP occurs in the two Wilson coecients C9 and C9e, we
show the 1,2,3  regions obtained using only BR(B+ ! K++ ) and BR(B+ ! K+e+e )
for bins in the [1,6] region (dashed green), and 1,2,3  regions using all data from the reference
t and b ! see data (solid red). The two NP scenarios correspond to: (CNP9 ; CNP9e ) (left) and
(CNP9 =  CNP10; CNP9e =  CNP10e) (right). The diagonal line corresponds to the limit of Lepton Flavour
Universality. Same conventions for the constraints as in gure 7.
Figure 10. Separate ts to b ! s (blue) and b ! see observables at very low q2 (green). The
combined t to both sets of data is shown with dashed contours (1,2,3  regions). The result of the
global t to all b! s, b! s`` data is shown by the red contours (1,2,3  regions). It is assumed
that all the other Wilson coecients have their SM values, except for the plot on the right, where
CNP9 =  1:1.
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Figure 11. For 4 favoured scenarios, we show the 3  regions allowed by large-recoil only (dashed
green), by bins in the [1-6] range (long-dashed blue), by low recoil (dot-dashed purple) and by
considering all data (red, with 1,2,3  contours). Same conventions for the constraints as in gure 7.
shown (red contours). The constraints are then (slightly) tighter, as b ! s observables
also constrain magnetic operators, with a clear dependence on CNP9 . As CNP9 is varied from
zero to -1.1 the overall compatibility among the dierent sets of observables improves.
4.4 Role of low- and large-recoil regions in the t
The issues related to the rst and last bins of the large-recoil region were already discussed
in section 2.3. One may wonder to which extent our results depend on the inclusion
of these bins, in particular the [6-8] bin where part of the discrepancies with the SM
arises. In section 2.3, we also recalled a dierent issue, the size of duality-violating eects,
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Figure 12. For the scenario where NP occurs in the two Wilson coecients C7 and C9, we compare
the situation from the analysis in gure 1 of ref. [8] (on the left) and the current situation (on the
right). On the right, we show the 3  regions allowed by large-recoil only (dashed green), by bins
in the [1-6] range (long-dashed blue), by low recoil (dot-dashed purple) and by considering all data
(red, with 1,2,3  contours). Same conventions for the constraints as in gure 7.
aecting the low-recoil bin. Even though some estimates indicate that they should not
aect branching ratios signicantly, we are not aware of a similar discussion for angular
observables which are an important part of the reference t. We illustrate the role played
by the dierent bins by considering ts with only the low-recoil region, the large-recoil
region, or the bins in the [1,6] GeV2 range in gure 11. It should be noticed that low recoil
favours the same range of NP contributions as the large-recoil bins, but in a milder way.
In addition, the [1,6] region provides similar constraints as the whole large-recoil range,
implying that our results for the dierent NP scenarios hold even considering ranges for
the dilepton invariant mass where charm contributions are expected to be less relevant.
Figure 12 illustrates a similar analysis for the (C7; C9) scenario, which updates gure 1
in ref. [8]. There is an overall similarity, with a best-t point requiring almost no NP con-
tributions to C7. We stress that the right-hand plot involves a larger set of experimental
measurements and a more complete understanding of the sources of theoretical uncertain-
ties on the right. In addition, \only [1,6] bins" refers to observables in the single bin [1,6]
only on the 2013 plot (on the left), but to those taken in any of the (smaller) bins inside
the [1,6] range on the 2015 plot (on the right).
5 Tests of SM theoretical uncertainties
The previous studies show the robustness of the results when only part of the experimen-
tal information is included in the t. On the other hand, since the main discrepancies
in the previous ts come from exclusive b ! s transitions (B ! K, Bs ! 
and B ! K), one ought to consider the sources of systematics entering the SM the-
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Figure 13. For 4 favoured scenarios, we show the 3  regions allowed by Si angular observables
for B ! K and Bs !  only (dashed green), by Pi angular observables for B ! K and
Bs !  only (long-dashed blue), and by considering all data with Pi angular observables (red,
with 1,2,3  contours). Same conventions for the constraints as in gure 7.
oretical predictions carefully, namely: form factor uncertainties, power corrections and
long-distance corrections due to cc loops. We will consider these dierent sources of un-
certainties in the following.
5.1 Role of the form factors
Predictions for B ! K observables depend on seven hadronic form factors whose
calculation via non-perturbative methods like light-cone sum rules (LCSR) suers from
relatively large uncertainties (typically  20 50%). It is thus natural to raise the question
whether an underestimation of the form factor uncertainties could be the origin of the
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Figure 14. For 4 favoured scenarios, we show the 3  regions allowed using form factors in ref. [20]
in the full form factor approach (long-dashed blue) compared to our reference t with the soft form
factor approach (red, with 1,2,3  contours). Same conventions for the constraints as in gure 7.
observed anomaly [21]. There are two dierent issues to be distinguished, namely on one
hand the overall size of the form factor uncertainties, and on the other hand the correlations
among the errors of the dierent form factors.
5.1.1 Overall size of uncertainties
Let us rst stress that the overall size of the form factor uncertainties has a minor impact
on global ts, and in the case of clean observables P
(0)
i even on the predictions for individual
observables. The reason is that assuming a precise knowledge of the correlations among
the form factors, they cancel at leading order in the construction of the observables P
(0)
i
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Figure 15. For our 4 favoured scenarios, we show the 3  regions allowed assuming 40 % power
corrections (dashed green), 20 % (long-dashed blue) and 10 % (red, with 1,2,3  contours). We
also show the 3  region obtained from the t to power-correction-insensitive observables (mostly
low recoil), which would correspond to the limiting t with completely arbitrary power corrections.
Same conventions for the constraints as in gure 7.
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reducing the impact of their errors to a next-to-leading-order eect O(s;=mB). For
the observables Si this eect only occurs in a global t where the correlation between
dierent observables eectively reduces the sensitivity to the form factors, while individual
Si observables display a form factor dependence at leading order. Note that the size
of the form factor errors entering our analysis is much more conservative than what is
typically assumed in other analyses [15, 22, 38], as we are taking form factors from ref. [17]
where particularly large errors are assigned. In ref. [22] the error of the normalisation of
the soft form factor ?(0) = 0:31  0:04 is determined by considering the spread of the
central values of various dierent non-perturbative form factor calculations like light-cone
sum rules [17, 39] and Dyson-Schwinger equations [104]. This has to be compared with our
value ?(0) = 0:31+0:20 0:10 that has an error band exceeding by far the one in ref. [22], implying
that it covers the form factor values that would be obtained by the other methods [39, 104].
We performed various tests on the sensitivity of our results to the choice of form factors.
First, we checked the dependence on the choice of form factors for the observables that
are most sensitive to the form factors, namely the branching ratios, in the Standard Model
case. To this end we have compared our prediction for BR(B ! K) using the B-meson
LCSR determination (KMPW [17]) with other predictions available in the literature based
on a dierent form factor determination (BSZ [20]). We found a good agreement at the 1 
level for the dierent bins we compared, while for the total BR(B ! K) the agreement
is stronger (below the 1  level). In the case of B ! K we observe a systematic dierence
in the branching ratio at the order of 30% compared to ref. [15], which entirely stems from
the dierence between the set of form factors chosen (KMPW versus BSZ) and illustrates
the sensitivity of these observables to the set of form factors considered.
To demonstrate the limited role of the size of the form factor uncertainties in a global
analysis, one can trade the optimised angular observables Pi for the CP-averaged angular
observables Si [47] which are known to be more sensitive to form factor inputs [7]. The
comparison presented in gure 13 shows that the outcome of the t is very similar in both
cases, which is owed to the correlations among the seven form factors restored via the
approximate large-recoil symmetries (see below) and reducing the sensitivity to the overall
size of uncertainties. We observe a systematic albeit small increase in signicance of around
0.3  when Pi observables are used compared to Si observables.
5.1.2 Correlations
The correlations among the dierent form factors can in principle be extracted from the
corresponding calculation, as it has been done for example in ref. [20]. On the other
hand, the dominant correlations can also be assessed from rst principles relying on sym-
metry relations fullled by the form factors at low q2. While this second approach is
more general and avoids any dependence on the details of a particular non-perturbative
calculation, it provides the correlations only up to symmetry-breaking corrections of the
order =mb (factorisable power corrections). In our analysis we explicitly introduce these
symmetry-breaking corrections by hand and assign to them an error of the order of 10%
of the respective full form factor, corresponding to a 100% error of the factorisable power
corrections. We could conrm that this assumption of 10% power corrections is a realistic
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estimate by determining the central values for the power corrections from a t to a par-
ticular non-perturbative calculation: it has been done in ref. [23] for the B ! K form
factors in refs. [39] and [17] and in appendix E for Bs !  and B ! K .
We illustrate the compatibility of the two approaches at the level of the global t
analysis in gure 14. We compare the results of our reference t, performed applying the
soft-form factor approach based on the large-recoil symmetries described in section 2.1 and
using mainly the B-meson LCSR results of ref. [17], with the full-form factor approach
applied to the light-meson LCSR results of ref. [20] (including correlations, similarly to
ref. [10, 15]). We see that both sets of results are very similar, even though in the soft-form
factor approach we started from a set of form factors with larger uncertainties and no
knowledge of correlations. This highlights the advantages of the soft-form factor approach
to restore correlations among form factors. Not surprisingly, the full-form factor approach
based on ref. [20] is more constraining than our soft-form factor approach based on the
results of ref. [17], which exhibits much larger uncertainties for the form factor parameters.
For the reasons mentioned above, our SM predictions as well as our t results are
in good agreement with ref. [15]. It is thus surprising that the authors of ref. [22] nd
much larger errors from factorisable power corrections. This necessarily implies that they
must implicitly have introduced a much stronger breaking of the large-recoil symmetry
relations, in contradiction to expectations from dimensional arguments as well as to the
explicit results for the particular LCSR calculation [20]. In other words, the results in
ref. [22] taken at face value should imply that the recent LCSR estimates performed in
ref. [20] are not correct.
One may wonder how big the large-recoil symmetry breaking eects (i.e. the factoris-
able power corrections) should be in order to produce a similar pattern of deviations as
observed in the data. In order to study this, we performed the test of assuming twice or
four times larger power corrections (corresponding to 20% or 40% of the corresponding full
form factors). The results in gure 15 show that the factorisable power corrections only
play a minor role in the uncertainties and the outcome for our reference t. When power
corrections are increased from 10% to 40%, the t is more and more driven by observables
with no sensitivity to power corrections, such as low-recoil observables. Indeed, one can
see that the shape of the 3  regions in gure 15 evolves into the low-recoil regions shown
in gure 11 as the size of power corrections increases, which are reproduced in gure 15 to
ease the comparison.
If one wants to solve the anomalies exhibited in b ! s processes through power
corrections, it is important not to focus on one single observable, like P 05, alone but on the
full set. Since power corrections enter many observables, trying to adjust them to x one
observable may generate a problem in another one. The eect of correlations is illustrated
in gure 16, inspired by gure 5 of ref. [22]. For comparison we work here in the soft-form
factor scheme employed in ref. [22] with the soft form factors dened from the full form
factors T1 and A0. We also switch to the helicity basis used in ref. [22] where for example
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Figure 16. Power corrections aV  and aV+ needed to obtain agreement between SM predictions
and experiment at 1 , considering dierent observables. This plot illustrates that aV can indeed be
used to obtain agreement between SM prediction and experiment in one observable, but correlations
hinder a similar agreement when a larger set of observables is considered.
the helicity form factors V are dened in terms of the transversity form factors V and A1 as
V =
1
2
 
1 +
mK
mB

A1 
p

mB(mB +mK)
V
!
: (5.1)
For the constant terms aV+ and aV  in the series of power corrections for the form factors
V this implies
aV =
1
2

1 +
mK
mB

a1 

1  m

K
mB

aV

: (5.2)
Figure 16 shows that power corrections can explain the data for hP 05i[4;6] within the
1  range if they occur at the level of 20% for both aV+ and aV  in the combination
aV+   aV  / aV . In a scheme where the soft form factor ? is dened from the full form
factor V [23], such power corrections are absorbed into ?. Figure 16 displays also the
power corrections needed for the observables hP 05i[6;8], hP2i[4;6] and hP1i[4;6]. Comparing
the region for hP 05i[4;6] and hP1i[4;6] one notices that a solution for hP 05i[4;6] through large
power corrections moves hP1i[4;6] away from the measured value. An explanation of all
three observables within the SM in terms of power corrections requires to reach the limit
of the 20% region. Only marginal agreement is obtained then, and once hP 05i[6;8] is added
to the list, no common solution is found even for power corrections beyond 20%.
This situation seems to be in contradiction with gure 5 of ref. [22]. Note, however,
that the (aV+; aV ) prole shown there corresponds to a scenario where all other power
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correction parameters have been xed in such a way to describe best the experimental
data, without specifying their presumably quite large values. In fact, already the point
aV+ = aV  = 0 is in agreement with data nearly at the 1  level, even though the power
correction parameters aV+ and aV  are the most relevant ones for the observable P 05. It is
further irritating that, while it is claimed that power correction parameters are scanned only
in a range of 10% of the soft-form factor value, for the plot a region covering jaVj  0:2
has been chosen, corresponding to power corrections of order 66%.
5.2 Role of long-distance charm corrections
Another frequent attempt to explain the B ! K anomaly consists in assuming a very
large charm-loop contribution (or non-factorizable power correction). It is not dicult to
imagine that with a suciently general q2-dependent parametrisation one might easily t
any data [63]. However, one must check that the parametrisation itself and the resulting t
respect all known properties of the related charm-loop correlator, as well as its behaviour
at large recoil. In the end, the assumption that the charm contribution is responsible for
the anomalies leads to two kinds of predictions: rst, those arising from correlations that
might survive among observables under the most general parametrisation of the correlator
(which would give little information on C9), and second, the prediction that RK = 1 due to
SM lepton-avour universality. Whatever explanation might be rst assumed concerning
b ! s transitions, one has still to invoke a NP contribution to explain RLHCbK ' 0:75,
most plausibly in the form of a non-SM contribution to C9. But once such NP contribution
has been introduced, the other b ! s anomalies are reduced and there is no actual need
for abnormally large non-perturbative hadronic eects on top of the NP contribution.
We would like to stress that explaining some of the anomalies through such large
charm contributions leads to further diculties. First of all, these explanations predict an
enhanced eect when one gets closer to the J= peak. They typically lead to an increase for
the observable P 05 in the [6,8] region with respect to [4,6] (see gure12 of ref. [19] and `pre-
diction column' of table 6 of ref. [63] for P 05). But current data does not seem to follow this
behaviour: an increase in statistics in this particular region will be very important to settle
this point denitely. Another important issue comes from the comparison between low-
and large-recoil regions: the charm eects advocated in refs. [19, 63] to explain the current
data at large recoil within the SM do not provide any clue about the deviations observed in
B ! K and Bs !  branching ratios at low recoil, whereas a single short-distance
contribution to C9 is able to accommodate the deviations in both regions simultaneously.
A conrmation of the deviation measured in RK with a higher signicance, as well as
the measurement of other observables exhibiting lepton-avour universality violation (see
e.g. ref. [105]) would strongly disfavour solutions involving non-perturbative charm-loop
eects such as the ones proposed in refs. [19, 63]. Conversely, a clear evidence for a q2-
dependent eect, or the need for dierent contributions in dierent transversity amplitudes
in B ! K, would lead to prefer non-perturbative QCD eects rather than New Physics.
However, there is no evidence for such a dependence on q2 or transversity in the present
data. A further discussion of this issue can also be found in ref. [106].
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5.2.1 Increasing the size of the charm contributions
Long-distance charm corrections have been subject to many recent discussions, with dif-
ferent estimates [17{19]. We recalled in section 2.1 that we use the work of ref. [17] as an
estimate of this eect to be added on top of the perturbative contribution, but without
assuming a specic sign for this contribution. In our reference t, for each transversity
amplitude of B ! K and Bs !  we multiply this contribution by si = 01 (hence
six uncorrelated parameters). We present in gure 17 the corresponding results if we take
contributions twice or four times larger. Increasing the size of the charm contributions re-
duces the signicance of the deviations from Standard Model, but the discrepancy remains
above 3  for the various scenarios considered even if the long-distance cc contribution is
multiplied by 4 compared to our reference t.
5.2.2 Distinguishing new physics from charm contribution in C9
Another way of checking the robustness of our approach with respect to charm consists in
determining if the t to the data favours an additional q2-dependent contribution to C9. In
that case, this would be a clear indication that some long-distance contribution has been
underestimated in our analysis, as NP contributions cannot have any such dependence.
We have performed ts to the same data as in the reference t, but limited to particular
q2-ranges, in order to check the stability of the value of C9 needed in dierent bins. We can
perform this t under dierent hypotheses: for instance, one can leave only CNP9 , or assume
that CNP9 =  CNP90 , or that CNP9 =  CNP10 . An underestimated hadronic contribution from
charm loop would correspond to a q2-dependent contribution to C9 only, i.e., the rst case.
In the two other cases, the need for a q2-dependent contribution might indicate a problem
of consistency in the t that could not be understood only through a hadronic contribution.
Figure 18 shows no need for a q2-dependent contribution in these three situations.14
In the case of the last scenario CNP9 =  CNP10 (bottom plot in gure 18), the t tries
to accommodate both Bs !  (constraining CNP10 to remain small) and B ! K() and
Bs !  observables (favouring a signicant contribution to CNP9 ). The t exhibits thus
a tension between the two types of constraints. In order to assess this eect, we have
performed a t without Bs ! . The result, indicated with dotted lines, favours lower
values of CNP9 =  CNP10 , within a narrower range, without spoiling the good agreement
between the global and bin-by-bin analyses.
As an alternative test, we added three q2-dependent contributions to CSM9 of the form
Chad9;p (s) = Ap + Bp  s for p = K;K; . We assumed that the same contribution entered
the three transversity amplitudes identically for B ! K (we assumed the same in
the case of Bs ! ). A 6D t to the real parameters AK;K; and BK;K; in the
large-recoil region showed a clear preference for AK and A negative and dierent from
zero, a mild preference for AK negative and dierent from zero, whereas BK;K; remained
unconstrained, conrming that the current t needs a negative contribution to C9 in order to
explain the data, but that it does not exhibit a preference for a q2-dependent contribution.
14In gure 18, one should remember that the lowest bin is aected by the problems described in section 2.3
and should be considered with care.
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Figure 17. For 4 favoured scenarios, we show the 3  regions allowed assuming si = 0 4 (dashed
green), si = 0  2 only (long-dashed blue) and si = 0  1 (red, with 1,2,3  contours). Same
conventions for the constraints as in gure 7.
6 Conclusions and perspectives
Flavour-Changing Neutral Currents are an old favourite in the search for NP. The recent
measurements performed at LHCb with 3 fb 1 have provided a very intriguing pattern
of deviations from SM predictions in b ! s`` transitions. After the discrepancy initially
observed in optimised angular observables of the decay mode B ! K [8], additional
tensions have arisen in the branching ratios of B ! K, B ! K and Bs ! ,
as well as an indication for violation of lepton avour universality in B ! K`` (with
` = ; e). The combined discrepancy may easily reach the 4  level. Exploiting recent
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Figure 18. Determination of C9 from the reference t restricted to the data available in a given
q2-region. We present the scenarios where NP enters C9 and: all other coecients remain SM only
(top), CNP9 =  CNP90 (center), CNP9 =  CNP10 (bottom). For the bottom case, the results of a t
without Bs !  is indicated with dotted lines. See also ref. [16].
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theoretical improvements concerning various sources of uncertainties (form factors, power
corrections, charm contribution), we have updated and considerably extended the analysis
of ref. [8] performed by three of us in 2013, using the recently published LHCb results
based on the full 3 fb 1 dataset from LHC run I.
We conrm the previous result of ref. [8], namely that C9 plays a central role in ex-
plaining the anomaly: a negative NP contribution to this Wilson coecient (typically of
order 25% with respect to the SM value) is unavoidably present in any scenario with a
pull above 4 . Other coecients play a secondary role but might lead to an increase
in the signicance. In this sense we found several scenarios with one or two free pa-
rameters that exhibit a pull of more than 4  compared to the SM hypothesis. One-
parameter scenarios with that property are CNP9 , CNP9 =  CNP10 and CNP9 =  CNP90 , and
two-parameter scenarios are (CNP7 ; CNP9 ), (CNP9 ; CNP10 ), (CNP9 ; CNP70 ), (CNP9 ; CNP90 ), (CNP9 ; CNP100 )
and (CNP9 =  CNP90 ; CNP10 = CNP100 ), (CNP9 =  CNP90 ; CNP10 =  CNP100 ). We have performed a global
t to all six Wilson coecients simultaneously, and found that all the coecients are con-
sistent with their SM values at the level of 1-2 , except for C9, in line with the results from
the more economical scenarios mentioned above.
We have also briey discussed the situation in the context of models violating lepton-
avour universality, by allowing NP contributions of dierent sizes in the electron and
muon sectors. While the data requires a NP contribution in the muon sector to explain
the anomalies, it does not show preferences for a contribution in the electron sector (and
thus more generally disfavours a lepton-avour universal NP contribution). If one restricts
NP to the muon sector, some of the above scenarios see their signicance increase, with a
SM pull very close (or equal) to 5  in some instances.
We have performed several checks to test the robustness of our results. We have
compared dierent possible choices for the analysis: QCD factorisation with soft-form
factors versus the computation with full form factors, dierent choices for the set of LCSR
form factors taken as input, optimised observables Pi versus CP-averages Si, dierent
choices for the binning. We nd a very good agreement between the various approaches.
In particular, we have checked that the details of the form factor computation are not very
signicant for the optimised observables.
Non-perturbative eects from power corrections and from long-distance cc contribu-
tions can only be estimated. We have studied the eect of increasing the size of these contri-
butions, without nding a large impact on the overall picture presented above. Moreover,
the above-mentioned hadronic eects (in particular the cc contributions) are expected to
exhibit a q2-dependence which allows them to be distinguished from a q2-independent NP
eect. We have studied a possible q2-dependence in a twofold way: on one hand, perform-
ing a bin-by-bin analysis, on the other hand introducing a separate linear q2-dependence
in C9 for the t to B ! K, B ! K and Bs ! . In both cases, we found no
conclusive evidence for a q2-dependence.
One should notice that our results are in good agreement with those obtained in
ref. [15], even though the applied methods dier in many central points: dierent sets of
form factors, a dierent approach to the computation (soft form factors versus full form
factors), dierent angular observables and dierent estimates of hadronic uncertainties
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RK hP 05i[4;6];[6;8] BBs!
CNP9
+
  X X X
CNP10
+ X X
  X
CNP90
+ X
  X X
CNP100
+ X X
  X
Table 10. Signs of contributions to Wilson coecients needed to explain the dierent anomalies
observed in b! s observables. A check-mark (X) indicates that a shift in the Wilson coecient
with this sign moves the prediction in the right direction to solve the corresponding anomaly. The
Wilson coecients considered here correspond to the b ! s eective Hamiltonian (we assume
that no NP enters b! see).
(power corrections, charm contribution). While our method is to a large extent independent
of the modelling of non-perturbative eects but has to rely on an estimation of subleading
contributions based on dimensional arguments, the analysis in ref. [15] is based on (and
limited to) a particular non-perturbative LCSR calculation. Strengths and weaknesses
of the two approaches are of complementary nature, and the comparison of the obtained
results is thus a useful cross-check of the dierent hypotheses on which the two analyses rely.
While the observables Si become competitive to the Pi in a global t, where their LO
form factor dependence gets cured thanks to correlations, the Pi exhibit a much larger sen-
sitivity to NP on the level of the individual observables as they are shielded to a large extent
from hadronic uncertainties. Whereas for example the observable P 05 can be predicted in
the SM with a precision of  10%, basically independently of the underlying form factor
parametrisation, predictions for S5 can develop uncertainties up to  40% depending on the
form factors used as input. This feature makes the experimental measurement of the ob-
servables Pi indispensable in the search for NP where it will be essential to nd apart from
global tensions in combined ts also some clear-cut discrepancies in individual observables.
The results we obtained from our ts are particularly encouraging as they show that
at the level of the Wilson coecients several NP scenarios provide a consistent explanation
of the deviations observed in b ! s`` transitions. On the other hand, the most favoured
scenarios are dicult to generate in terms of simple NP models (such as a heavy Z 0 boson,
or leptoquarks). Obviously this might change over time with new experimental results. In
this respect, we found it interesting to summarise in table 10 how a given NP contribution
to a Wilson coecient would aect the dierent anomalies. As expected, only CNP9 < 0 is
able to provide a consistent explanation for all of them. There is also certain preference for
CNP10 and CNP100 to be positive in order to explain two out of three anomalies, and negative
for CNP9 and CNP90 . However, whereas the best-t point of the 1D and 2D (unconstrained)
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scenarios with NP in C9 and C10 (see tables 2 and 4) indeed shows a preference for a negative
(respectively, positive) value in agreement with table 10, the best-t point for CNP90 and C
NP
100
prefers a positive (respectively, negative) value in contradiction with table 10. This suggests
that the chirally-ipped operators are not particularly useful to solve the anomalies but
they are quite ecient (especially C09) in xing small deviations in various bins, summing
up to an overall large signicance. Such a situation arises in the scenario CNP9 =  CNP90
which xes neither RK nor the anomaly in P
0
5, but still manages to yield a very large pull
with respect to the SM hypothesis.
In summary, CNP9 < 0 is very much favoured, providing a consistent picture for the
anomalies in agreement with the results of global ts. A contribution CNP10 > 0 comes in
second place, while the situation with respect to NP contributions to the chirally-ipped
operators is less clear. Obviously, this guess work is completely tributary to the current
experimental situation. Updates of these measurements, and in particular B ! K
observables with a ner binning, will prove particularly important to provide a more denite
answer concerning the origin the anomalies observed in b! s`` transitions.
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A SM predictions
The prediction column corresponds to the Standard Model case.
107 BR(B+ ! K++ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:31 0:09 0:29 0:02 +0:2
[1:1; 2] 0:32 0:10 0:21 0:02 +1:1
[2; 3] 0:35 0:11 0:28 0:02 +0:6
[3; 4] 0:35 0:11 0:25 0:02 +0:8
[4; 5] 0:35 0:11 0:22 0:02 +1:1
[5; 6] 0:34 0:12 0:23 0:02 +0:9
[6; 7] 0:34 0:12 0:25 0:02 +0:8
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[7; 8] 0:34 0:13 0:23 0:02 +0:8
[15; 22] 0:98 0:13 0:85 0:05 +0:9
107 BR(B0 ! K0+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2] 0:62 0:19 0:23 0:11 +1:8
[2; 4] 0:65 0:21 0:37 0:11 +1:2
[4; 6] 0:64 0:22 0:35 0:10 +1:2
[6; 8] 0:63 0:23 0:54 0:12 +0:4
[15; 19] 0:91 0:12 0:67 0:12 +1:4
107 BR(B0 ! K0+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2] 1:30 1:00 1:14 0:18 +0:2
[2; 4:3] 0:85 0:59 0:69 0:12 +0:3
[4:3; 8:68] 2:62 4:92 2:15 0:31 +0:1
[16; 19] 1:66 0:15 1:23 0:20 +1:7
107 BR(B+ ! K++ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2] 1:35 1:05 1:12 0:27 +0:2
[2; 4] 0:80 0:55 1:12 0:32  0:5
[4; 6] 0:95 0:70 0:50 0:20 +0:6
[6; 8] 1:17 0:92 0:66 0:22 +0:5
[15; 19] 2:59 0:25 1:60 0:32 +2:5
107 BR(Bs ! + ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:] 1:81 0:36 1:11 0:16 +1:8
[2:; 5:] 1:88 0:32 0:77 0:14 +3:2
[5:; 8:] 2:25 0:41 0:96 0:15 +2:9
[15; 18:8] 2:20 0:17 1:62 0:20 +2:2
FL(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:23 0:25 0:26 0:05  0:1
[1:1; 2:5] 0:67 0:28 0:66 0:09 +0:0
[2:5; 4] 0:76 0:24 0:88 0:11  0:4
[4; 6] 0:71 0:29 0:61 0:06 +0:3
[6; 8] 0:63 0:33 0:58 0:05 +0:1
[15; 19] 0:34 0:03 0:34 0:03  0:1
P1(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:03 0:08  0:10 0:17 +0:7
[1:1; 2:5]  0:00 0:06  0:45 0:64 +0:7
[2:5; 4] 0:00 0:07 0:57 2:40  0:2
[4; 6] 0:02 0:12 0:18 0:37  0:4
[6; 8] 0:02 0:14  0:20 0:28 +0:7
[15; 19]  0:64 0:06  0:50 0:11  1:2
P2(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:12 0:02 0:00 0:05 +2:1
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[1:1; 2:5] 0:44 0:03 0:37 0:20 +0:3
[2:5; 4] 0:21 0:13 0:64 1:74  0:2
[4; 6]  0:18 0:12  0:04 0:09  1:0
[6; 8]  0:38 0:07  0:24 0:06  1:4
[15; 19]  0:36 0:02  0:36 0:03  0:0
P3(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98]  0:00 0:00  0:11 0:08 +1:4
[1:1; 2:5] 0:00 0:01  0:35 0:33 +1:1
[2:5; 4] 0:00 0:01  0:75 2:59 +0:3
[4; 6] 0:00 0:01  0:08 0:19 +0:5
[6; 8] 0:00 0:01  0:06 0:15 +0:4
[15; 19] 0:00 0:02  0:08 0:06 +1:3
P 04(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98]  0:49 0:17  0:37 0:32  0:3
[1:1; 2:5]  0:06 0:17 0:33 0:48  0:8
[2:5; 4] 0:55 0:21 1:43 2:61  0:3
[4; 6] 0:82 0:16 0:90 0:35  0:2
[6; 8] 0:93 0:12 1:20 0:27  0:9
[15; 19] 1:28 0:02 1:19 0:17 +0:5
P 05(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:67 0:14 0:39 0:14 +1:4
[1:1; 2:5] 0:20 0:12 0:29 0:22  0:4
[2:5; 4]  0:49 0:12  0:07 0:36  1:1
[4; 6]  0:82 0:08  0:30 0:16  2:9
[6; 8]  0:94 0:08  0:51 0:12  2:9
[15; 19]  0:57 0:05  0:68 0:08 +1:2
P 06(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98]  0:06 0:02 0:03 0:14  0:7
[1:1; 2:5]  0:07 0:03  0:46 0:22 +1:8
[2:5; 4]  0:06 0:03 0:21 0:96  0:3
[4; 6]  0:04 0:02  0:03 0:17  0:0
[6; 8]  0:02 0:01  0:10 0:17 +0:4
[15; 19]  0:00 0:07 0:10 0:09  0:9
P 08(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:02 0:03  0:36 0:35 +1:1
[1:1; 2:5] 0:04 0:03 0:42 0:54  0:7
[2:5; 4] 0:04 0:03  0:18 1:30 +0:2
[4; 6] 0:03 0:02  0:68 0:38 +1:9
[6; 8] 0:02 0:01 0:34 0:29  1:1
[15; 19]  0:00 0:03  0:12 0:19 +0:6
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S3(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:01 0:02  0:04 0:06 +0:6
[1:1; 2:5]  0:00 0:01  0:08 0:10 +0:7
[2:5; 4] 0:00 0:01 0:04 0:10  0:3
[4; 6] 0:00 0:01 0:04 0:07  0:5
[6; 8] 0:00 0:02  0:04 0:06 +0:7
[15; 19]  0:21 0:02  0:16 0:04  1:1
S4(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98]  0:08 0:05  0:08 0:07  0:0
[1:1; 2:5]  0:01 0:03 0:08 0:11  0:8
[2:5; 4] 0:11 0:07 0:23 0:14  0:8
[4; 6] 0:18 0:08 0:22 0:09  0:3
[6; 8] 0:22 0:07 0:30 0:07  0:8
[15; 19] 0:30 0:01 0:28 0:04 +0:5
S5(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:23 0:08 0:17 0:06 +0:6
[1:1; 2:5] 0:08 0:06 0:14 0:10  0:5
[2:5; 4]  0:19 0:09  0:02 0:11  1:2
[4; 6]  0:35 0:12  0:15 0:08  1:4
[6; 8]  0:43 0:10  0:25 0:06  1:5
[15; 19]  0:27 0:03  0:33 0:04 +1:2
AFB(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98]  0:10 0:04  0:00 0:06  1:3
[1:1; 2:5]  0:19 0:19  0:19 0:08 +0:0
[2:5; 4]  0:07 0:07  0:12 0:09 +0:5
[4; 6] 0:08 0:11 0:03 0:05 +0:5
[6; 8] 0:21 0:21 0:15 0:04 +0:3
[15; 19] 0:36 0:03 0:36 0:03 +0:0
S7(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:02 0:01  0:02 0:06 +0:6
[1:1; 2:5] 0:03 0:01 0:22 0:11  1:8
[2:5; 4] 0:02 0:01  0:07 0:12 +0:8
[4; 6] 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:08  0:0
[6; 8] 0:01 0:00 0:05 0:07  0:6
[15; 19] 0:00 0:03  0:05 0:04 +0:9
S8(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98]  0:00 0:01 0:08 0:08  1:1
[1:1; 2:5]  0:01 0:00  0:10 0:12 +0:7
[2:5; 4]  0:01 0:00 0:03 0:13  0:3
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[4; 6]  0:01 0:00 0:17 0:10  1:8
[6; 8]  0:00 0:00  0:09 0:07 +1:1
[15; 19] 0:00 0:01 0:03 0:05  0:6
S9(B ! K+ ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:00 0:00 0:08 0:06  1:4
[1:1; 2:5]  0:00 0:00 0:12 0:10  1:2
[2:5; 4]  0:00 0:00 0:09 0:13  0:7
[4; 6]  0:00 0:00 0:03 0:07  0:4
[6; 8]  0:00 0:00 0:02 0:06  0:4
[15; 19]  0:00 0:01 0:05 0:04  1:3
P1(Bs ! + ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:] 0:11 0:07  0:13 0:33 +0:7
[2:; 5:]  0:10 0:10  0:38 1:47 +0:2
[5:; 8:]  0:20 0:10  0:44 1:27 +0:2
[15; 18:8]  0:69 0:03  0:25 0:34  1:3
P 04(Bs ! + ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:]  0:28 0:14  1:35 1:46 +0:7
[2:; 5:] 0:81 0:11 2:02 1:84  0:7
[5:; 8:] 1:06 0:06 0:40 0:72 +0:9
[15; 18:8] 1:30 0:01 0:62 0:49 +1:4
P 06(Bs ! + ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:]  0:06 0:02 0:10 0:30  0:5
[2:; 5:]  0:05 0:02  0:06 0:49 +0:0
[5:; 8:]  0:02 0:01 0:08 0:40  0:2
[15; 18:8]  0:00 0:07 0:29 0:24  1:1
FL(Bs ! + ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:] 0:45 0:08 0:20 0:09 +2:2
[2:; 5:] 0:79 0:03 0:68 0:15 +0:6
[5:; 8:] 0:65 0:05 0:54 0:10 +1:0
[15; 18:8] 0:36 0:02 0:29 0:07 +0:9
S3(Bs ! + ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:] 0:02 0:01  0:05 0:13 +0:5
[2:; 5:]  0:01 0:01  0:06 0:21 +0:3
[5:; 8:]  0:03 0:02  0:10 0:25 +0:3
[15; 18:8]  0:22 0:01  0:09 0:12  1:1
S4(Bs ! + ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:]  0:06 0:03  0:27 0:23 +0:8
[2:; 5:] 0:16 0:03 0:47 0:37  0:7
[5:; 8:] 0:25 0:02 0:10 0:17 +1:0
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[15; 18:8] 0:31 0:00 0:14 0:11 +1:5
S7(Bs ! + ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:] 0:03 0:01  0:04 0:12 +0:6
[2:; 5:] 0:02 0:01 0:03 0:21  0:0
[5:; 8:] 0:01 0:00  0:04 0:18 +0:3
[15; 18:8] 0:00 0:03  0:13 0:11 +1:1
107 BR(B+ ! K+e+e ) Standard Model Experiment Pull
[1:; 6:] 1:62 0:52 1:56 0:18 +0:1
B0 ! K0e+e  Standard Model Experiment Pull
FL[0:0020; 1:120] 0:11 0:17 0:16 0:07  0:2
P1[0:0020; 1:120] 0:03 0:08  0:23 0:24 +1:1
P2[0:0020; 1:120] 0:03 0:00 0:05 0:09  0:2
P3[0:0020; 1:120]  0:00 0:00  0:07 0:11 +0:6
B Predictions at the best-t point for NP in C9 only
The prediction column corresponds to to the best-t point CNP9 =  1:10.
107 BR(B+ ! K++ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:24 0:07 0:29 0:02  0:6
[1:1; 2] 0:25 0:08 0:21 0:02 +0:5
[2; 3] 0:28 0:09 0:28 0:02  0:1
[3; 4] 0:27 0:09 0:25 0:02 +0:2
[4; 5] 0:27 0:09 0:22 0:02 +0:6
[5; 6] 0:27 0:09 0:23 0:02 +0:4
[6; 7] 0:27 0:09 0:25 0:02 +0:2
[7; 8] 0:27 0:10 0:23 0:02 +0:4
[15; 22] 0:77 0:10 0:85 0:05  0:7
107 BR(B0 ! K0+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2] 0:49 0:15 0:23 0:11 +1:4
[2; 4] 0:51 0:16 0:37 0:11 +0:7
[4; 6] 0:50 0:17 0:35 0:10 +0:8
[6; 8] 0:49 0:18 0:54 0:12  0:2
[15; 19] 0:71 0:09 0:67 0:12 +0:3
107 BR(B0 ! K0+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2] 1:25 1:06 1:14 0:18 +0:1
[2; 4:3] 0:75 0:51 0:69 0:12 +0:1
[4:3; 8:68] 2:10 2:35 2:15 0:31  0:0
[16; 19] 1:31 0:11 1:23 0:20 +0:4
BR(B+ ! K++ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
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[0:1; 2] 1:29 1:11 1:12 0:27 +0:1
[2; 4] 0:70 0:47 1:12 0:32  0:7
[4; 6] 0:79 0:58 0:50 0:20 +0:5
[6; 8] 0:95 0:76 0:66 0:22 +0:4
[15; 19] 2:05 0:18 1:60 0:32 +1:2
107 BR(Bs ! + ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:] 1:71 0:34 1:11 0:16 +1:6
[2:; 5:] 1:58 0:25 0:77 0:14 +2:8
[5:; 8:] 1:81 0:32 0:96 0:15 +2:4
[15; 18:8] 1:74 0:13 1:62 0:20 +0:5
FL(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:19 0:22 0:26 0:05  0:3
[1:1; 2:5] 0:58 0:32 0:66 0:09  0:2
[2:5; 4] 0:70 0:28 0:88 0:11  0:6
[4; 6] 0:67 0:31 0:61 0:06 +0:2
[6; 8] 0:61 0:33 0:58 0:05 +0:1
[15; 19] 0:34 0:03 0:34 0:03  0:1
P1(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:03 0:07  0:10 0:17 +0:7
[1:1; 2:5]  0:00 0:05  0:45 0:64 +0:7
[2:5; 4]  0:01 0:05 0:57 2:40  0:2
[4; 6] 0:00 0:09 0:18 0:37  0:5
[6; 8] 0:00 0:12  0:20 0:28 +0:7
[15; 19]  0:64 0:05  0:50 0:11  1:2
P2(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:11 0:02 0:00 0:05 +2:0
[1:1; 2:5] 0:43 0:03 0:37 0:20 +0:3
[2:5; 4] 0:38 0:07 0:64 1:74  0:1
[4; 6] 0:06 0:12  0:04 0:09 +0:7
[6; 8]  0:19 0:10  0:24 0:06 +0:4
[15; 19]  0:31 0:02  0:36 0:03 +1:4
P3(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98]  0:00 0:00  0:11 0:08 +1:4
[1:1; 2:5] 0:00 0:00  0:35 0:33 +1:1
[2:5; 4] 0:00 0:00  0:75 2:59 +0:3
[4; 6] 0:00 0:00  0:08 0:19 +0:5
[6; 8] 0:00 0:00  0:06 0:15 +0:4
[15; 19] 0:00 0:02  0:08 0:06 +1:3
P 04(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
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[0:1; 0:98]  0:36 0:21  0:37 0:32 +0:0
[1:1; 2:5] 0:02 0:15 0:33 0:48  0:6
[2:5; 4] 0:51 0:18 1:43 2:61  0:4
[4; 6] 0:78 0:15 0:90 0:35  0:3
[6; 8] 0:91 0:11 1:20 0:27  1:0
[15; 19] 1:28 0:02 1:19 0:17 +0:5
P 05(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:80 0:14 0:39 0:14 +2:0
[1:1; 2:5] 0:43 0:12 0:29 0:22 +0:6
[2:5; 4]  0:12 0:13  0:07 0:36  0:1
[4; 6]  0:50 0:11  0:30 0:16  1:0
[6; 8]  0:73 0:12  0:51 0:12  1:3
[15; 19]  0:50 0:05  0:68 0:08 +1:9
P 06(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98]  0:06 0:03 0:03 0:14  0:7
[1:1; 2:5]  0:07 0:03  0:46 0:22 +1:7
[2:5; 4]  0:06 0:03 0:21 0:96  0:3
[4; 6]  0:04 0:02  0:03 0:17  0:1
[6; 8]  0:02 0:02  0:10 0:17 +0:4
[15; 19]  0:00 0:09 0:10 0:09  0:8
P 08(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:01 0:02  0:36 0:35 +1:1
[1:1; 2:5] 0:03 0:02 0:42 0:54  0:7
[2:5; 4] 0:03 0:02  0:18 1:30 +0:2
[4; 6] 0:03 0:02  0:68 0:38 +1:9
[6; 8] 0:02 0:01 0:34 0:29  1:1
[15; 19]  0:00 0:03  0:12 0:19 +0:6
S3(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:01 0:02  0:04 0:06 +0:6
[1:1; 2:5]  0:00 0:01  0:08 0:10 +0:7
[2:5; 4]  0:00 0:01 0:04 0:10  0:4
[4; 6]  0:00 0:01 0:04 0:07  0:5
[6; 8]  0:00 0:02  0:04 0:06 +0:7
[15; 19]  0:21 0:02  0:16 0:04  1:2
S4(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98]  0:06 0:05  0:08 0:07 +0:3
[1:1; 2:5] 0:00 0:03 0:08 0:11  0:6
[2:5; 4] 0:11 0:06 0:23 0:14  0:8
[4; 6] 0:17 0:08 0:22 0:09  0:4
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[6; 8] 0:21 0:07 0:30 0:07  0:9
[15; 19] 0:30 0:01 0:28 0:04 +0:4
S5(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:26 0:10 0:17 0:06 +0:7
[1:1; 2:5] 0:20 0:07 0:14 0:10 +0:5
[2:5; 4]  0:05 0:06  0:02 0:11  0:2
[4; 6]  0:22 0:08  0:15 0:08  0:7
[6; 8]  0:34 0:08  0:25 0:06  0:8
[15; 19]  0:24 0:02  0:33 0:04 +1:9
AFB(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98]  0:10 0:04  0:00 0:06  1:4
[1:1; 2:5]  0:24 0:21  0:19 0:08  0:2
[2:5; 4]  0:16 0:15  0:12 0:09  0:2
[4; 6]  0:03 0:04 0:03 0:05  0:7
[6; 8] 0:11 0:13 0:15 0:04  0:3
[15; 19] 0:31 0:03 0:36 0:03  1:2
S7(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:02 0:01  0:02 0:06 +0:6
[1:1; 2:5] 0:03 0:01 0:22 0:11  1:8
[2:5; 4] 0:03 0:01  0:07 0:12 +0:8
[4; 6] 0:02 0:01 0:02 0:08 +0:0
[6; 8] 0:01 0:01 0:05 0:07  0:5
[15; 19] 0:00 0:04  0:05 0:04 +0:8
S8(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98]  0:00 0:00 0:08 0:08  1:0
[1:1; 2:5]  0:01 0:00  0:10 0:12 +0:8
[2:5; 4]  0:01 0:00 0:03 0:13  0:3
[4; 6]  0:01 0:00 0:17 0:10  1:8
[6; 8]  0:00 0:00  0:09 0:07 +1:1
[15; 19] 0:00 0:01 0:03 0:05  0:6
S9(B ! K+ ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 0:98] 0:00 0:00 0:08 0:06  1:4
[1:1; 2:5]  0:00 0:00 0:12 0:10  1:2
[2:5; 4]  0:00 0:00 0:09 0:13  0:7
[4; 6]  0:00 0:00 0:03 0:07  0:4
[6; 8]  0:00 0:00 0:02 0:06  0:4
[15; 19]  0:00 0:01 0:05 0:04  1:3
P1(Bs ! + ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:] 0:10 0:08  0:13 0:33 +0:7
[2:; 5:]  0:06 0:07  0:38 1:47 +0:2
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[5:; 8:]  0:18 0:09  0:44 1:27 +0:2
[15; 18:8]  0:69 0:03  0:25 0:34  1:3
P 04(Bs ! + ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:]  0:18 0:17  1:35 1:46 +0:8
[2:; 5:] 0:74 0:10 2:02 1:84  0:7
[5:; 8:] 1:04 0:06 0:40 0:72 +0:9
[15; 18:8] 1:30 0:01 0:62 0:49 +1:4
P 06(Bs ! + ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:]  0:07 0:02 0:10 0:30  0:6
[2:; 5:]  0:06 0:02  0:06 0:49 +0:0
[5:; 8:]  0:02 0:01 0:08 0:40  0:3
[15; 18:8]  0:00 0:09 0:29 0:24  1:1
FL(Bs ! + ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:] 0:38 0:08 0:20 0:09 +1:6
[2:; 5:] 0:74 0:04 0:68 0:15 +0:4
[5:; 8:] 0:63 0:05 0:54 0:10 +0:8
[15; 18:8] 0:35 0:02 0:29 0:07 +0:9
S3(Bs ! + ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:] 0:02 0:02  0:05 0:13 +0:6
[2:; 5:]  0:01 0:01  0:06 0:21 +0:3
[5:; 8:]  0:03 0:02  0:10 0:25 +0:3
[15; 18:8]  0:22 0:01  0:09 0:12  1:1
S4(Bs ! + ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:]  0:04 0:04  0:27 0:23 +0:8
[2:; 5:] 0:16 0:03 0:47 0:37  0:7
[5:; 8:] 0:25 0:02 0:10 0:17 +1:0
[15; 18:8] 0:31 0:00 0:14 0:11 +1:5
S7(Bs ! + ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[0:1; 2:] 0:03 0:01  0:04 0:12 +0:6
[2:; 5:] 0:03 0:01 0:03 0:21  0:0
[5:; 8:] 0:01 0:00  0:04 0:18 +0:3
[15; 18:8] 0:00 0:04  0:13 0:11 +1:1
107 BR(B+ ! K+e+e ) Prediction Experiment Pull
[1:; 6:] 1:26 0:40 1:56 0:18  0:7
B0 ! K0e+e  Prediction Experiment Pull
FL[0:0020; 1:120] 0:09 0:13 0:16 0:07  0:5
P1[0:0020; 1:120] 0:03 0:08  0:23 0:24 +1:1
P2[0:0020; 1:120] 0:03 0:00 0:05 0:09  0:2
P3[0:0020; 1:120]  0:00 0:00  0:07 0:11 +0:6
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Figure 19. For the scenarios (C9; C100) (upper left), (C7; C9) (upper right) (CNP9 =  CNP10 ; CNP90 =
CNP100 ) (lower left), (CNP9 =  CNP10 ; CNP90 =  CNP100 ) (lower right), we show the 3  regions allowed
by branching ratios only (dashed green), by angular observables only (long-dashed blue) and by
considering both (red, with 1,2,3  contours). Same conventions for the constraints as in gure 7.
C Condence regions for selected 2D new physics scenarios
In gure 19, we provide the condence regions of interest for two-dimensional scenarios
less favoured from the point of view of the t, but which might be of interest for model
building, namely contributions to (CNP9 ; CNP100 ), (CNP7 ; CNP9 ), (CNP9 =  CNP10 ; CNP90 = CNP100 ) and
(CNP9 =  CNP10 ; CNP90 =  CNP100 ).
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D Impact of the t inputs on NP in C9 only
Fit CNP9 Bestt 1 PullSM Ndof p-value (%)
All b! s in SM | | | 96 16.0
All b! s  1:09 [ 1:29; 0:87] 4.5 95 63.0
All b! s``, ` = e;   1:11 [ 1:31; 0:90] 4.9 101 74.0
All b! s excluding [5,8] region  0:99 [ 1:23; 0:75] 3.8 77 37.0
Only b! s BRs  1:58 [ 2:22; 1:07] 3.7 31 43.0
Only b! s Pi's  1:01 [ 1:25; 0:73] 3.1 68 75.0
Only b! s Si's  0:95 [ 1:19; 0:68] 2.9 68 96.0
Only B ! K  0:85 [ 1:67; 0:20] 1.4 18 20.0
Only B ! K  1:05 [ 1:27; 0:80] 3.7 61 74.0
Only Bs !   1:98 [ 2:84; 1:29] 3.5 24 94.0
Only b! s at large recoil  1:30 [ 1:57; 1:02] 4.0 78 61.0
Only b! s at low recoil  0:93 [ 1:23; 0:61] 2.8 21 75.0
Only b! s within [1,6]  1:30 [ 1:66; 0:93] 3.4 43 73.0
Only BR(B ! K``)[1;6], ` = e;   1:55 [ 2:73; 0:81] 2.4 10 76.0
All b! s, 20% PCs  1:10 [ 1:31; 0:87] 4.3 95 69.0
All b! s, 40% PCs  1:08 [ 1:32; 0:82] 3.8 95 73.0
All b! s, charm2  1:12 [ 1:33; 0:89] 4.4 95 73.0
All b! s, charm4  1:06 [ 1:29; 0:82] 4.0 95 81.0
Only b! s within [0.1,6]  1:21 [ 1:57; 0:84] 3.1 60 30.0
Only b! s within [0.1,0.98] +0:08 [ 0:92; 0:95] 0.1 13 33.0
Only b! s within [0.1,2]  1:03 [ 1:98; 0:20] 1.3 22 4.6
Only b! s within [1.1,2.5]  0:74 [ 1:60; 0:06] 0.9 13 85.0
Only b! s within [2,5]  1:56 [ 2:27; 0:91] 2.5 23 95.0
Only b! s within [4,6]  1:34 [ 1:73; 0:94] 3.1 16 93.0
Only b! s within [5,8]  1:30 [ 1:60; 0:98] 3.5 22 96.0
All b! s excluding large-recoil Bs !   1:04 [ 1:26; 0:81] 4.0 80 55.0
All b! s``, ` = e;  excl. large-recoil Bs !   1:06 [ 1:26; 0:84] 4.5 86 35.0
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E Power corrections to Bs ! , B ! K form factors
The hadronic form factors F for B ! M decays (where M denotes a light vector or
pseudo-scalar meson) can be decomposed into a soft part F soft, an s-correction F
s and
a factorisable power correction F:
F (q2) = F soft(q2) + Fs(q2) + F(q2): (E.1)
The soft component F soft is a linear combination of two soft form factors ? and k for
M vector, and proportional to a single soft form factor P for M pseudoscalar. The
decomposition eq. (E.1) is not unique: depending on the exact denition of the soft form
factors i, a part of F
s and F can be reabsorbed into the soft contribution F soft.
This introduces a scheme dependence for Fs and F which has been discussed in
detail for the B ! K form factors in ref. [23].
While QCD corrections Fs can be calculated employing QCD factorisation, the
power corrections F cannot be computed directly and in general, they must be estimated
on dimensional grounds. However, one can perform explicit computations of the full form
factors F (q2) (say, from light-cone sum rules) in order to extract F(q2) through a t.
In the case of the B ! K form factors, this determination has been performed in ref. [23].
The parameters a^F ; b^F ; c^F arising in the parametrisation
F(q2) = a^F + b^F
q2
m2B
+ c^F
q4
m4B
; (E.2)
can be found in tables 1 and 2 of that paper for two dierent choices of scheme for ? and
k (considering either the LCSR calculation in ref. [17] or that in ref. [39] as inputs). In
table 13, we give the corresponding results for Bs !  and B ! K form factors using
LCSR input from refs. [20] and [17], respectively. We follow scheme 1 in ref. [23] and dene
the soft form factors as
?(q2)  mB
mB +mK
V (q2);
k(q2) 
mB +mK
2E
A1(q
2)   mB  mK
mB
A2(q
2); (E.3)
for Bs ! , and as
P (q
2) = f+(q
2); (E.4)
for B ! K. We further quantify the relative size of power corrections for the various form
factors though the ratio
r(q2) =

a^F + b^F
q2
m2B
+ c^F
q4
m4B
F (q2)
 (E.5)
at q2 = 0; 4; 8 GeV2.
From dimensional arguments one expects r(q2) = O(=mB) . 10%. The results in
table 13 show that the LCSR form factors from refs. [20] and [17] indeed comply with
this expectation, except for the form factor A2 where larger power corrections occur.
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Bs !  a^F b^F c^F r(0 GeV2) r(4 GeV2) r(8 GeV2)
A0 0:000 0:000 0:047 0:057 0:192 0:120 0:000 0:020 0:041
A1 0:028 0:032 0:053 0:018 0:115 0:027 0:090 0:110 0:135
A2 0:042 0:026 0:103 0:028 0:431 0:050 0:162 0:209 0:274
T1  0:024 0:033  0:016 0:045  0:015 0:100 0:072 0:063 0:054
T2  0:023 0:033 0:016 0:016 0:174 0:035 0:071 0:049 0:013
T3  0:015 0:019  0:007 0:018 0:133 0:031 0:080 0:061 0:026
B ! K a^F b^F c^F r(0 GeV2) r(4 GeV2) r(8 GeV2)
f0 0:000 0:000 0:159 0:034 0:065 0:015 0:000 0:062 0:113
fT 0:053 0:034 0:065 0:046 0:113 0:079 0:136 0:133 0:130
Table 13. Fit results for the power-correction parameters to the Bs !  and B ! K form factors,
choosing a scheme with the soft form factors (?; k) dened from V and the dierence of A1 and
A2 in the case of Bs ! , and with P dened from f+ in the case of B ! K. The corresponding
LCSR input has been taken from ref. [20] for Bs !  and from ref. [17] for B ! K. Furthermore,
the relative size r(q2) with which the power corrections contribute to the full form factors is shown
for q2 = 0; 4; 8 GeV2.
In our SM predictions as well as in the NP ts, we use the results from table 13 as
central values for the parameters aF ; bF ; cF , to which we assign error ranges of the order
of 10%  F . Comparing with r(q2), we see that this corresponds to the assumption of
O(100%) uncertainties for the coecients aF ; bF ; cF . Since our error estimate is based
only on dimensional arguments, it is independent of the detail of the particular LCSR
calculation. On the other hand, taking into account correlations among the LCSR form
factors, it is also possible to determine the uncertainties of aF ; bF ; cF from a particular
set of LCSR input, which will be detailed in an upcoming publication [106].
F Z0 couplings
In ref. [8], we proposed to explain the deviation in B ! K using a Z 0 gauge boson
contributing to
O9 = e2=(162) (sPLb)(``) (F.1)
with specic couplings, as a possible explanation of the anomaly in P 05. This possibility
was embedded in several models [26{28, 30, 83{88, 107]. With the notation of ref. [107],
Lq =

sPLb
sb
L + sPRb
sb
R + h:c:

Z 0 (F.2)
Llep =  PLL + PRR + : : :Z 0 (F.3)
the Wilson coecients of the semileptonic operators receive the following contributions:
CNPf9;10g =  
1
s2W g
2
SM
1
M2Z0
sbL 

fV;Ag
ts
; CNPf90;100g =  
1
s2W g
2
SM
1
M2Z0
sbR

fV;Ag
ts
; (F.4)
with the vector and axial couplings to muons dened in terms of the couplings of the
Lagrangian by V;A = 

R L .
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These couplings obey the relationship
CNP9  CNP100 = CNP10  CNP90 : (F.5)
A Z 0 model can therefore belong to the following categories:
 NP only in the following pairs, with a priori arbitrary contributions,
(C9; C10) ; (C9; C90) ; (C10; C100) ; (C90 ; C100) ; (F.6)
each case corresponding to the vanishing of some of the couplings sbL;R;

V;A. These
models have a denite chirality for quark-avour changing coupling currents and/or
a denite parity for the couplings to muons.
 NP enters all four semileptonic coecients with the following relationships
CNP9
CNP10
=
CNP90
CNP100
=
V
A
;
CNP9
CNP90
=
CNP10
CNP100
=
sbL
sbR
: (F.7)
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